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“Since 2009,  the columbia global centerS |  middle eaSt haS been  

expanding new horizonS in a wide range of diSciplineS, from education  

to  a rc h i t e c t u r e  to  e n v i ro n m e n ta l  S u S ta i n a b i l i t y  a n d  m o r e .  

through reSearch, dialogue, internShipS,  and partnerShipS,  the  

center’S impact continueS to grow in Jordan and acroSS the region.  

i am proud to See the amman center Serving aS a model for the broader  

columbia global centerS network and i look forward to witneSSing  

more mileStoneS of which i have no doubt there will be many.”

her majesty Queen rania al abdullah
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A Message from 
Lee C. 
Bollinger with the opening in 2012 of columbia global centers in nairobi and rio de Janeiro—joining existing centers 

in amman, beijing, istanbul, mumbai, paris and Santiago—columbia has established a full complement of eight 
global centers on four continents and fulfilled the initial plan for the university’s new global infrastructure.

This stage in the evolution of the columbia global centers is a milestone that has long been understood to be critical 
to their success. The animating principle of the centers is to generate a multitude of academic partnerships across a 
global network anchored by our home campuses in new york city. The synergies in teaching and research that are 
made possible by the network’s diverse locations around the globe will, to a large degree, come to define columbia’s 
newest frontiers of knowledge; and the discoveries that will result are extraordinarily exciting to contemplate.

The columbia global centers | middle east in amman holds a place of special prominence in the global centers 
network. The opening of the amman center in 2009 along with the east asia center in beijing, announced the 
launch of this vital university initiative. The rich variety of programming in amman—addressing sustainability, 
public health, social work, urbanization, arts and culture, and education—is exceptional, serving as a model for 
other centers. and the leadership supplied by professor Safwan masri, in his dual roles as director of the amman 
center and columbia’s vice president for global centers, has succeeded in solidifying the many initiatives of this 
center throughout the middle east.

The unwavering support of her majesty Queen rania al abdullah has strengthened the center’s programs and 
expanded its reach in countless ways. her majesty’s involvement with the amman global center, through the Queen 
rania teacher academy and other activities, is a unique asset and one for which we are very grateful.

columbia owes all our supporters a debt of gratitude for helping the university arrive at this auspicious moment 
in the growth of our columbia global centers network. i look forward to our continued partnership in the year 
ahead and to many inspiring new developments in amman and around the world.
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A Message from 
the Vice 
President for 
Global Centers Since taking on the position of vice president for global centers last July, i have been honored with leading a 

distinguished and dedicated group of directors as they each oversee one in a network of eight global centers, located 
in some of the most intriguing and global cities in the world.

with the inspiring vision and spirited leadership of president lee c. bollinger, the past year has been marked by 
a number of important milestones. This has included the launch of new centers in nairobi and rio de Janeiro in 
early 2013, the attainment of permanent leadership at all of the global centers, and the deepening of collaborative 
connections with a wide spectrum of schools, departments, and faculty and student groups on campus, as well as 
with local universities and communities in each of the regions we’re located in. as the core element of columbia’s 
global strategy, the network of centers has a unique opportunity to support multiple global and interdisciplinary 
themes emanating from campus, and to advance knowledge, research, and education on significant challenges facing 
our increasingly globalized world.

The columbia global centers | middle east, with the continued support, commitment, and active engagement of 
her majesty Queen rania al abdullah, has worked to further enrich the variety and scope of its programming and 
research efforts across a vast range of fields, from sustainable development, to education, to the arts. The center has 
also focused on cultivating programs and offerings in architecture, social work, and public health, and to expanding 
their reach regionally. The center’s location at the epicenter of one of the most geopolitically dynamic places in the 
world provides perhaps some of the greatest opportunities for study, involvement, and impact. The amman center 
has facilitated a number of important discussions, gatherings and conferences concerning regional developments. it 
is well poised to be part of the global conversation on this issue, and will build on its extensive network of contacts 
and partners, depth of staff, and gained knowledge and experience, to provide current and scholarly perspectives 
that would help inform a more nuanced understanding of current events.

as we look to the future, our ambition is that the global centers will have become a permanent and indispensible 
feature of a columbia education and research mission, and that the network will have made a marked impact on 
the global experience, expertise, knowledge, and understanding of our constituents on campus. i am eager for 
the columbia global centers | middle east to continue to set a precedent for other centers, and confident that 
the year ahead will be one of tremendous growth, innovation, and stability for the amman center, and for the 
network as a whole. i look forward to continuing to work closely with the group of directors and teams at each of 
the global centers, as well as with partners on campus and around the world, to build on our successes, reach even 
greater heights, and help realize the full potential of the columbia global centers—as envisioned by president 
bollinger—in the months and years to come.
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Columbia 
Global Centers

columbia global centerS promote and facilitate the collaborative and 

impactful engagement of the univerSity’S faculty, StudentS, and alumni 

with the world to enhance underStanding, addreSS global challengeS, and 

advance knowledge and itS exchange.

The columbia global centers are about so much more than just having a presence throughout the world. They 
are about connecting the local with the global, and about engaging others in global conversations and creating 
opportunities to learn from each other. They are transforming columbia into a global university for the 21st century, 
one in which faculty base their research and students focus their learning wherever their intellectual interests take 
them, finding scholars with shared interests across the world.

The eight global centers—located in amman, beijing, istanbul, mumbai, nairobi, paris, rio de Janeiro, and 
Santiago—form the core element of columbia’s global strategy, which is to expand the university’s ability to 
contribute positively to the world by advancing research, learning, discussion, and discovery around the most 
important global issues through a truly global perspective. They are nimble hubs that provide a foundation for 
students, faculty, affiliates, and alumni to explore academic opportunities. because the centers do not have the 
structural rigidity of the branch campus, they allow the university to increase its global scope and enrich the 
diversity of the academic experience, while maintaining strong connections with the home campus. by creating a 
truly networked structure—which allows faculty and students to leverage research disciplines across the world and 
across the academic spectrum—columbia is the world’s first truly global university.

The centers help achieve the following:

•	 Increase	international	content	in	the	classroom
•	 Supplement	the	curriculum	with	global	learning	and	immersion	experiences
•	 Facilitate	research	opportunities	for	Columbia	faculty	and	students	on	globally	relevant,	interdisciplinary	
 topics
•	 Promote	truly	global	conversations	about	some	of	the	most	pressing	and	complex	issues	facing	the	world
•	 Expand	resources	needed	to	attract	students	from	abroad
•	 Provide	a	point	of	ongoing	engagement	for	international	alumni	and	friends

in several regions of the world, the global centers are making a lasting impact. in the middle east, the amman center 
has facilitated the training of thousands of public school teachers by columbia’s teachers college in partnership 
with, and while expanding the capacity of, the Queen rania teacher academy. The istanbul center is working with 
teachers college to create a similar academy in turkey. The centers in paris, beijing, and Santiago have hosted the 
global Scholars program, which offers columbia undergraduates the opportunity to participate in a wide array of 
research projects. 

“each opening of a columbia global center holdS great promiSe, not only for 

new academic partnerShipS in the hoSt nation and region, but alSo for the 

continuing reinvention of columbia’S home campuSeS in new york city, where 

our Scholarly miSSion demandS a global preSence.”

lee c. bollinger, president of columbia university
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in india, the mumbai center leads a cross-network collaborative research project addressing global inequality 
across four broad categories: access, location, social factors, and income. The beijing center hosts the urban china 
initiative—a collaboration with tsinghua university’s School of public policy and management, and mckinsey 
& company—which aims to establish a think tank to help china meet the challenges of urbanization. The paris 
center hosts columbia’s largest contingent of study abroad students and launches the world writers’ festival this 
year, a celebration of international literature.

The building blocks of the columbia global centers network are seen in the strong links being forged by each center 
with regional universities and institutions. collaborations with non-columbia experts and scholars are strongly 
encouraged, as is innovative research that crosses the boundaries of academic disciplines. perhaps most importantly, 
the centers represent multidirectional learning: columbia is not thrusting education onto a new environment; 
instead, through the global centers, our faculty and students are able to become part of an international dialogue with 
partners around the world. The experience of opening and operating the centers allows members of the columbia 
community the opportunity not only to impart and produce knowledge and expertise but also to absorb and learn 
through this global network—advancing and practicing the theory of knowledge as a public good.

“our model iS about learning. it’S about a two-way exchange of knowledge 

and SkillS. we want to create organizationS that will not only be partnerS 

with uS in thiS tranSfer of knowledge phaSe, but that will be peerS for uS in 

the future.”

professor Safwan m. masri, vice president for global centers 

Leadership

professor Safwan m. masri is vice president for global centers at columbia university and director of the 
columbia global centers | middle east. professor masri was appointed vice president in July 2012, after having 
been director of the amman center since its founding in 2009, as well as serving as chair of the columbia global 
centers director group under the former leadership of professor kenneth prewitt, who remains in a senior advisory 
role helping to chart the future course of columbia’s globalization efforts.

in his role as vice president, professor masri divides his time between new york and amman, as well as spending 
considerable amounts of time at each of the other seven global centers to provide guidance, increase regional 
profiles, encourage new academic and research partnerships, as well as help maintain relationships with advisory 
board members, donors, partners, and alumni supporters. during his first year as vice president, professor masri 
has focused efforts on four main areas: streamlining and governance, broadening campus engagement, fostering 
collaborations, and cultivating global themes. one of his highest priorities for the network continues to be maintaining 
an entrepreneurial spirit and fostering creativity and organic growth, while at the same time institutionalizing 
and bringing stability to the network. over the past year, he has initiated a number of operational streamlining 
and policy centralization processes including the restructuring of the global centers’ advisory boards and faculty 
steering committees, to help bring about better governance, standardization, and strengthening of board and faculty 
engagement. professor masri has instituted a rigorous process of rolling out standard operating procedures that will 
ensure financial, administrative, operational, reporting, and legal compliance by all global centers. a business and 
funding plan is also in the works, with the goal of bringing more financial and strategic planning to the network 

in an effort to ensure its viability and sustainability for decades to come. ensuring a solid and stable infrastructure 
has been fundamental to the network’s growth on the educational and research fronts. a particular area of focus 
over the past year has been, and continues to be, on enriching, deepening, and diversifying programming at, and 
across, the global centers. as a result, the network has experienced healthy growth in programming on both the 
student and faculty fronts.

to support this growing momentum and to bring further stability into the operations, the campus-based staff in 
new york has grown to 11 employees covering research and programs, human resources, administration and finance, 
communications, and development. The office of global centers now also has a physical presence on campus 
in an elegant and sizeable one-story building on 113th Street between broadway and amsterdam, in addition to 
dedicated office space in low library.

for the first time since the inauguration of the columbia global centers, there is permanent leadership at all of 
the global centers, which has afforded each individual center—and the network as a whole—an opportunity for 
continued growth and significant impact.

The following provides a brief overview of each of the other global centers: 

Africa

columbia global centers | africa opened its doors in January 2013 in nairobi, kenya. The center is directed by 
Belay Begashaw, a former minister of agriculture in ethiopia and director of the millennium development goals 
center for east and Southern africa. The nairobi center began as a collaboration with columbia’s earth institute 
and hosts the millennium development project, which directly supports half a million people with operations in 
half a dozen african countries. The center also hosts the africa nutritional Sciences research consortium phd 
graduate training project, the just-launched africa Soil information Service project to address food security and 
e-technology solutions, and an information technology laboratory run by the fu foundation School of engineering 
and applied Science. a number of undergraduate and graduate students have participated in internships in kenya 
through the center in courses including fieldwork, as part of the master’s program in Sustainable development 
practice offered by columbia’s School of international and public affairs.

globalcenters.columbia.edu/nairobi

directors with president lee c. bollinger 
and professor Safwan masri in Santiago
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East Asia

columbia global centers | east asia was one of the first centers to launch in march 2009 and is based in beijing, 
china. The center is directed by Joan Kaufman, who most recently was a lecturer in global health and social medicine 
at harvard medical School and a distinguished scientist at the heller School for Social policy and management at 
brandeis university. The center’s major projects include the urban china initiative, assessing rapid urbanization; 
and the weatherhead forum, a collaboration with the weatherhead east asian institute to facilitate dialogue with 
chinese scholars and students. The center has recently hosted a symposium on “bringing literature and humanities” 
to china, and another on “life in the new global cities.” in addition to providing undergraduate students with 
internship opportunities, the center has now twice hosted the global Scholars program, an undergraduate summer 
course led by columbia faculty through the global centers.

globalcenters.columbia.edu/beijing

Europe

opened in march 2010, columbia global centers | europe is based in paris, france, in columbia’s historic reid 
hall, which has welcomed students, scholars, and faculty since 1964. The center is directed by Paul LeClerc, 
former president of the new york public library and a noted scholar of french literature. among the major projects 
hosted by the center is the Sustainable development Solutions network. The center’s program offerings include 
the master of public health launched in 2010 with columbia’s mailman School of public health and École des 
hautes Études en Santé publique; the master of arts in history and literature developed by columbia and french 
universities; and a number of undergraduate courses, some jointly with other u.S. or french universities. The 
center is launching the world writers’ festival—which will feature some of the world’s greatest writers in intimate 
conversations, readings, performances, and debates open to the public—in September 2013.

globalcenters.columbia.edu/paris

Latin America (Rio de Janeiro)

columbia global centers | latin america (rio de Janeiro) was launched in march 2013 and is directed by Thomas 
Trebat, former executive director of columbia’s center for brazilian Studies. in partnership with the offices of the 
governor of the State of rio de Janeiro and the mayor of rio and the graduate School of architecture, planning 
and preservation (gSapp)’s Studio-x in rio, the center works on a number of projects focused on social inclusion 
and economic development in poor communities. This fall, the center will launch the columbia global debates, 
a forum that will bring together columbia faculty with local thought-leaders to debate issues of global importance 
and participate in virtual town hall style discussions with audiences from other global centers. The center has 
established partnerships with several universities in brazil, including pontifícia universidade católica do rio de 
Janeiro, fundação getúlio vargas (both in rio and in São paulo), universidade de São paulo, inSper (in São 
paulo), and universidade de fortaleza.

globalcenters.columbia.edu/riodejaneiro

Latin America (Santiago)

columbia global centers | latin american (Santiago) was launched in march 2012 and is directed by Karen 
Poniachik, a graduate of columbia university’s School of international and public affairs and former minister 
of mining and energy in chile. The center’s many projects include collaborations with the chilean mining 
association for field placements in mining operations, and with gSapp’s latin lab in analyzing the post-earthquake 
reconstruction process. The Santiago center has hosted the global Scholars program, increased significantly the 
number of funded scholarships for chilean students at columbia, and is working with a number of schools on 
campus—including business, engineering, and teachers college—to create new programs and projects.

globalcenters.columbia.edu/santiago

South Asia

columbia global centers | South asia was launched in march 2010 and is based in mumbai, india. The center 
is directed by Nirupam Bajpai, who has also been a Senior development advisor at columbia’s earth institute 
since 2002 and serves informally as an advisor to the prime minister of india and several of his cabinet ministers. 
among the center’s major endeavors are the model districts health project and model districts education 
project, joint initiatives between several columbia schools and federal and state governments in six rural districts. 
The center has hosted the global Scholars program, provides internship opportunities for students, and has held 
numerous workshops, including a workshop on “Subaltern urbanism,” with the support of Studio-x (mumbai), 
and the “women creating change” project housed at columbia’s center for the Study of Social difference; and 
on “collaborative bridges,” which brought together thinkers and producers in an open dialogue to discuss social, 
urban, aesthetic, political, economic and theoretical issues that define a global contemporary society.

globalcenters.columbia.edu/mumbai

Turkey

columbia global centers | turkey was launched in november 2011 and is based in istanbul, turkey. The 
center is directed by Ipek Cem Taha, a turkish businesswoman, journalist, co-founder and director of melak 
investments and a graduate of the School of international and public affairs, as well as columbia’s graduate School 
of business. The center’s major projects include women creating change: gender, vulnerability and power; the 
istanbul documentation project, which aims to document and create a digital map of byzantine and ottoman 
monuments in istanbul; and historical dialogue and reconciliation: building an interdisciplinary historical 
bridge and accountability network in the middle east. The istanbul center offered, for the second time, a public 
space workshop in collaboration with gSapp and other global centers. The center will hold a lecture as part of 
the istanbul biennial, and is collaborating with the amman center to co-convene a conference in September 2013 
on press freedom issues in the context of regional geopolitical developments in turkey and the middle east. at its 
2011 launch, the center also hosted the conference “egypt and turkey: comparative perspectives on democratic 
transitions.”

globalcenters.columbia.edu/istanbul
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highlights of cross-center recent and upcoming projects include:

Beijing and Santiago: Global Scholars Program

The global Scholars program, organized by the weatherhead east asian institute in collaboration with the columbia 
global centers, the institute of latin american Studies, and the office of global programs at columbia university, 
was held in summer 2013. associate professor of political Science, pablo pinto; adjunct associate professor of east 
asian languages and culture, zhang xiaodan; and professor of political Science at barnard college xiaobo lu, led 
thirteen undergraduates through a six-week in-country research study and workshop through beijing and Santiago 
on the theme of “pathways to development.”

Students explored how politics, economics, labor, and other transnational issues influence development in real-world 
settings, and visited non-profit organizations, government agencies, schools, and historical and environmental sites, 
while taking part in a series of lectures featuring leading professionals in the field. Students will take a capstone 
seminar based on their summer research experience and will conduct in-depth, comparative analysis focusing on 
various aspects of development in asia and South america. This unique model of scholarship provides undergraduates 
the opportunity to gain first-hand research experience—in collaboration with columbia faculty—in subjects of 
transnational importance from a comparative perspective.

Istanbul and Amman: Conference on Geopolitical Developments and 
Press Freedom in Turkey and the Middle East

The columbia global centers | turkey and the columbia global centers | middle east are working together to 
co-convene a one-day conference in istanbul on September 25, 2013, on press freedom issues in the context of 
regional geopolitical developments in turkey and the middle east. The conference will include discussions and 
reflections on recent political events as well as the current state(s) of press freedom across the region. in addition 
to a small group of distinguished scholars, analysts and researchers, the conference will also feature contributions 
by president lee bollinger, as well as the dean of the columbia university graduate School of Journalism, Steve 
coll, and former dean and professor of Journalism, nicholas lemann.

Columbia Global Debates

The columbia global debates will provide a format for filmed public debates to be held at the global centers. 
during the talks, prominent columbia faculty will debate issues of global importance with local thought-leaders, 
and participate in “virtual town-hall” style discussions with audiences from other global centers. an inaugural 
session of the debates will be held in rio de Janeiro in fall 2013, featuring the theme of rio as the ‘global city.’ 
These discussions will include gSapp dean mark wigley, and rio’s mayor, eduardo paes. The second session will 
tentatively focus on brazilian development and feature former brazilian president fernando henrique cardoso, 
and the rio center’s director Thomas trebat.

President’s Global Innovation Fund

The president’s global innovation fund was announced to faculty in spring 2013. by may 30, when the deadline 
for applications was set, eighty seven proposals were submitted—representing virtually every school at columbia 
and engaging all eight global centers. competition was very strong and funding was granted to a total of twenty 
proposals. highlighted below are a couple of examples of the proposed cross-network projects to receive funding:

•	 Confronting NCDs in the Middle East and Turkey (Amman and Istanbul Centers): This two-year
 project will support the development of formative research, faculty collaboration and student engagement 
 on non-communicable diseases in the middle east, north africa and turkey.

•	 Columbia University Global Migration Network (all eight centers): This project aims to establish an 
 intellectual web of scholars focused on the health consequences of migration worldwide that will centralize 
 data, information, and scholarship relevant to migration research.

•	 Strategies for Growth: The Changing Role of the State (Paris, Rio and Beijing Centers): This project 
 will develop a series of academic conferences over the years 2014-2016 to examine the changing role of 
 the state in the economic models and growth strategies of distinct economic systems.

For more information on the Columbia Global Centers, please visit globalcenters.columbia.edu.

SANTIAGO

RIO DE JANEIRO

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK

PARIS

AMMAN

NAIROBI

MUMBAI

BEIJING

ISTANBUL
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Columbia 
Global Centers | 
Middle East

the columbia global centerS | middle eaSt waS eStabliShed in march 2009 aS one 

of the firSt in the network of columbia global centerS. the amman center 

waS launched under the patronage of her maJeSty Queen rania al abdullah 

and waS created becauSe of the realization of preSident lee c. bollinger and 

a number of other univerSity leaderS that columbia needed to learn more 

about the world around it and engage more fully with global partnerS. the 

center haS Since Served aS a nucleuS for programS and educational initiativeS 

throughout the middle eaSt that provideS columbia faculty and StudentS 

with opportunitieS to expand reSearch and ScholarShip, while at the Same time 

encouraging knowledge exchange and Skill development with academicS, 

expertS and practitionerS throughout the region.

The choice to locate one of columbia university’s first global centers in the middle east was driven by a need to 
better understand geopolitical trends and interreligious and cultural complexities, but also by an invitation to help 
contribute to building local and regional capacity in a number of areas, most notably education. The middle east 
region is rich in history and culture as well as being fertile ground for growth and development. with many of 
the region’s countries boasting upwards of 35% of their population under the age of 15, its youthful nature must 
rapidly develop to meet the demands countries will face in the coming decades. over the past couple of years, the 
region has been transformed by internal and external conflict. economic and political struggles have catapulted 
dictatorships and given rise to a new increasingly democratic political system. all of this presents a great need—as 
well as opportunities—for investment and innovation in the field of education.

Since its founding, the amman center has launched and upheld programs and research initiatives in crucial areas 
such as sustainable development, public health, social work, teachers’ education, among others. and while many 
of these continue to be at the crux of its work and mission, the center’s positioning and proximity to events that 
continue to sweep through the region present new opportunities to study, learn from, and perhaps even contribute 
positively to the developments that are taking place. building on the “egypt and turkey: comparative perspectives 
on democratic transitions” session that the amman center co-organized with the istanbul center in late 2011, 
the center held a roundtable session in cairo in early 2013 with leading journalists and activists, and is planning a 

columbia global centers | middle east
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one-day conference in istanbul in the fall on press freedom issues in the context of regional geopolitical developments 
in the middle east and turkey, in addition to continuing to be engaged in conversations and academic dialogues 
regarding democratization, press and freedom of expression issues, the current state of affairs, and the region’s future.

Leadership

professor Safwan m. masri is the vice president for global centers at columbia university and the director of the 
columbia global centers | middle east. professor masri has been a member of the faculty of the decision, risk, 
and operations division of the columbia business School since 1988 and was appointed vice dean in 1993, a 
position he held for thirteen years. his area of academic expertise has focused on operations management, with a 
focus on supply chain management, and his current area of interest and study is global education with an emphasis 
on education reform in the middle east. professor masri earned both his bachelor and his master of Science in 
industrial engineering from purdue university, and his phd from Stanford university in industrial engineering 
and engineering management. he was visiting professor at inSead in 1990 and 1991, and has also held teaching 
positions at Stanford university and Santa clara university. professor masri is founding chairman emeritus of 
king’s academy and of the Queen rania teacher academy, trustee of international college, and trustee of the 
national children’s museum in Jordan. he is a member of the advisory boards of the School of business and the 
gerhart center for philanthropy and civic engagement at the american university in cairo, in addition to serving 
on the boards of a number of ngos.

Team

The amman center employs professional staff who manage programs, administer and oversee operations and 
logistics, and provide research assistance, and who are organized into several teams: the research and programs team, 
which pursues academic partnerships and research activities and supports academic programs in conjunction with 
columbia university schools; the administration team, which manages internal operations, finances and human 
resources; the communications team, which leads communications, media and outreach efforts and supports alumni 
relations; in addition to the operations team, which handles logistics and event management. The center also has 
an information technology office, as well as additional support staff for administrative, logistical, and maintenance-
related tasks. in total, the center employs 30 staff members.

Faculty Steering Committee

The center is governed by a board of directors of columbia university senior administrators and receives guidance 
and direction from the office of global centers in new york and a faculty Steering committee. The committee 
provides academic and intellectual input, leadership, and advice regarding the center’s activities and plans, supports 
its engagement with faculty, as well as helps identify, expand and advance scholarly exchange, and create innovative 
and sustainable programming at and through the center.

The faculty Steering committee meets at least once a term, and is chaired by a faculty member who serves a 
renewable three-year term and is highly regarded within the university and viewed as a thought-leader by other 
members of the faculty. committee members represent a wide spectrum of faculty interests and disciplinary areas, 
and are selected because of their commitment to globalization in general, and to the study of the middle east, as 
well as their familiarity with, and interest in, the region’s nations, cultures, universities, and issues.

The following individuals comprise the faculty Steering committee of the columbia global centers | middle east:

•	 Timothy Mitchell, professor, department of middle eastern, South asian and african Studies and School
 of international and public affairs; and chair, department of middle eastern, South asian and african
 Studies [Committee Chair]

•	 Peter Bearman, Jonathan r. cole professor of the Social Sciences, department of Sociology

•	 Carol Becker, professor and dean, School of the arts

•	 Tom Corcoran, co-director of the consortium for policy research in education, teachers college

•	 Nabila El-Bassel, willma and albert musher professor of Social work, School of Social work

•	 Wafaa El-Sadr, university professor; professor of epidemiology and Sociomedical Sciences; and director
 of the international center for aidS care and treatment programs (icap)

•	 Rashid Khalidi, edward Said professor of modern arab Studies and literature, department of history
 and School of international and public affairs

•	 Upmanu Lall, alan and carol Silberstein professor of engineering, School of engineering and applied
 Sciences; acting chair, department of civil engineering and engineering mechanics; and director of
 the columbia water center, earth institute

•	 Ibrahim Odeh, adjunct assistant professor and associate research Scientist, School of engineering and
 applied Sciences

•	 Mark Wigley, professor and dean of the graduate School of architecture, planning and preservation

•	 Kathryn Yatrakis, dean of academic affairs and Senior associate vice president for arts and Sciences

team at columbia global centers | middle east 



Advisory Board

The center’s advisory board provides ongoing leadership and counsel and is composed of prominent academics, 
public figures, and business leaders. The board meets annually to discuss the center’s activities and progress.

The following individuals comprise the advisory board of the columbia global centers | middle east:

•	 Her Majesty Queen Rania Al Abdullah has been a tireless advocate of educational advancement in Jordan 
     and helped create the vision for establishing the center.

•	 His Excellency Kofi Annan, nobel laureate and former Secretary-general of the united nations, was 
     named one of columbia university’s three inaugural global fellows in 2009.

•	 Jean Magnano Bollinger is a practicing artist with an academic background in education; she received 
 her master’s degree in education from columbia university’s teachers college.

•	 His Excellency Amr Dabbagh is chairman and ceo of al-dabbagh group, founding chairman and 
     chair of the board of trustees of StarS foundation, and former governor and chairman of the board      
     of directors of the Saudi arabian general investment authority.

•	 Hanzade Doğan founded one of turkey’s leading internet investment companies and also serves as  
 deputy chairman of doğan gazetecilik, a leading turkish media company.

•	 Professor Meyer Feldberg is a Senior advisor at morgan Stanley and professor and dean emeritus of 
     columbia business School.

•	 Her Excellency Dr. Rima Khalaf Hunaidi is the under-Secretary-general and executive Secretary of 
 the united nations economic and Social commission for western asia (eScwa).

•	 Arif  Naqvi is the founder and group chief executive officer of dubai-based abraaj capital, which 
 ranks among the world’s 50-biggest private equity groups.

•	 His Excellency Zaid Al-Rifai is a former prime minister of Jordan and former president of the Senate  
 of Jordan.

•	 Her Excellency Mary Robinson served as the first woman president of ireland and was the former united 
     nations high commissioner for human rights.

•	 Isam Salfiti is chairman of bank al etihad, as well as chairman of the board of etihad land development 
     company and Jordan hotels and tourism company.

•	 Savio Tung is managing director at investcorp international inc., where he oversees the firm’s global 
     technology and telecommunication investment activities.

•	 Elaine Wolfensohn is an expert in international education and has worked closely with the world bank 
        on education and gender issues. She also works with the wolfensohn development center at the brookings 
      institution.

•	 Majdi Yasin received his master’s degree from columbia university’s School of international and public 
     affairs in 1997 and runs the Jordan-based investment company yasin investment group.
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Research 
and Academic 
Support

the center continueS to make Significant progreSS in launching maJor 

reSearch initiativeS, Strengthening tieS among reSearch centerS in the region, 

and deepening itS reSearch baSe. by promoting reSearch opportunitieS and 

providing academic Support, the center not only helpS build local capacity, 

but alSo offerS a plethora of opportunitieS for columbia faculty, StudentS, 

and partnerS. 

Visiting Scholars and Fellows Program

The center’s visiting Scholars and fellows program hosts local, regional and international academics and researchers to 
pursue independent projects and contribute to the intellectual vitality of the amman center by hosting conferences, 
discussions, and seminars. The center helps support the visiting scholars and fellows by providing them with office 
space and administrative assistance, and connecting them with resources, universities, and research centers in the 
region and beyond. although the program welcomes all research areas, it is particularly interested in research focusing 
on issues of priority for Jordan and the region. research undertaken is quite varied and covers disciplines ranging 
from anthropology, to geography, to politics to economics.

in 2012 and 2013, the center hosted a distinguished group of visiting Scholars and fellows:

Name Affiliation Discipline Research title

elizabeth bukner phd student, Stanford 
university

international 
and comparative 
education

higher education reform in Jordan 
and tunisia 

benedicte coestier - - - - - economics law, policymaking and economic 
development in Jordan

yazan doughan phd student, university 
of chicago

anthropology tribalism and urbanism in 
neo-liberalizing amman

basim al-Janabi institute of international 
education/ 
Scholar rescue fund

political Science Jordan’s membership in the gcc 
(gulf cooperation council)

Siham al-Jumaili institute of international 
education/ 
Scholar rescue fund

economics & 
agricultural Sciences

economic analysis of rehabilitation 
projects, with a focus on the condition 
of natural pasture lands in iraq

Sami al kaisi institute of international 
education/ 
Scholar rescue fund

political Science iraqi policy towards palestine 
from 1936-1958

basil mahayneh university of minnesota geography The effects of water reforms on access 
and distribution

tamara neuman - - - - - economics water, capitalized farming and food 
security in Jordan
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Institute for Sustainable Development Practice

The institute for Sustainable development practice (iSdp) was launched by the center in december 2010, under 
the patronage of her majesty Queen rania al abdullah, in conjunction with the earth institute (ei) at columbia 
university and with funding from the Jordanian ministry of planning and international cooperation (mopic). 
iSdp serves as an innovative institutional mechanism for mobilizing international expertise and experience, while 
building local capacity to help achieve sustainable development in Jordan and elsewhere in the region.

iSdp has partnered with government agencies, ngos, universities, development partners, and the private sector 
to address issues of strategic importance within three broad themes: capacity building and executive education, 
policy support and strategic research, and advanced educational opportunities. Through these themes, the 
institute directs its efforts towards tackling the kingdom’s 32 poverty pockets, while also addressing other pressing 
development issues including employment, agriculture, nutrition, health, population, education, climate change, 
environment, water resources, microfinance and infrastructure.

drawing on columbia university and the earth institute’s scientific rigor, technological innovation, and academic 
leadership, iSdp aims to position Jordan as a leader in sustainable development efforts in the middle east and 
north africa region.

Capacity Building and Executive Education

in an effort to build a cadre of well-informed development practitioners in Jordan, iSdp has trained over 500 
practitioners, since its inception, on core practices of sustainable development and other specialized areas identified 
as national and regional priorities. The practitioners represent over 35 local and regional governmental and non-
governmental organizations. in 2012-2013, the institute drew on the expertise of more than 30 international experts 
to deliver its capacity building workshops through a total of more than 80 days of training.

iSdp held a multitude of training courses throughout 2012-2013, which were developed to raise local capacity in 
addressing sustainable development challenges in Jordan, with the objective of bridging the gap between executive 
training outcomes and practical experience, as well as to disseminate lessons learned from various development 
programs in Jordan.

The following are a sampling of specialized workshops and training courses that iSdp held during 2012-2013:

•	 Strategic	Visual	Communications	for	Sustainable	Development
•	 Participatory	Approaches	and	Community	Involvement
•	 Enabling	Local	Communities	through	Enterprise	Development
•	 Monitoring	and	Evaluation
•	 Proposal	Writing	and	Resource	Mobilization
•	 Understanding	Business	Development	in	a	Pro-Poor	Context

additionally, the institute continued to hold its foundational course, Integrated	Approaches	to	Sustainable	Development, 
which serves as an introduction to the theories and applications of sustainable development.

Jordan policy taskforces

many iSdp participants from various organizations strengthened their collaborative ties at the center’s training 
programs and worked together to tackle challenges and topics of common interest within their respective professions. 
together, as a group or “taskforce,” they worked through challenges and presented their ideas to higher levels of 
government that previously would have been out of reach had they been working independently. These self-organized 
policy taskforces coordinated actions among development practitioners at different government departments and 
ngos. They received coaching from columbia university’s instructors through regular visits to Jordan and long-
distance communication. to date, six taskforces have been formed to tackle various policy issues, and are incubated 
at the center, whereby they are provided with access to resources in order to create greater impact. The fundamental 
hypothesis behind this approach is that shared ideas gain momentum and lead to institutional innovation if conditions 
are created to help foster connectivity in public governance.

Policy Support and Strategic Research

poverty alleviation

iSdp was commissioned by the Jordanian ministry of planning and international cooperation to help develop the 
framework of Jordan’s national poverty reduction Strategy, in collaboration with a national taskforce of experts 
and policymakers. working closely with ei, under the direction of Jeffrey Sachs, Quetelet professor of Sustainable 
development; professor of health policy and management; and director of the earth institute, iSdp presented 
a series of recommendations in early 2012 to inform the national poverty Strategy, which were the result of a 
comprehensive analysis of the conditions and risk factors for poverty in Jordan.

ei experts and the national team reviewed a wide range of policy documents and met with policymakers, senior 
government officials, and leaders of ngos about a revised strategy aimed at beginning a new innovative program 
for poverty alleviation. They engaged in targeted discussions to gain qualitative insight into the profile of Jordan’s 
poverty. The strategy framework was organized into four sections that assess the profile of poverty in Jordan and 
identify characteristics associated with poverty and economic growth. additionally, the document provided a typology 
of Jordanian households in poverty and recommended policies and implementation programs to alleviate poverty.

one of the recommendations made by the ei team entailed the creation of an “integrated outreach worker 

her majesty Queen rania al abdullah joins iSdp 
course participants
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program” for Jordan that builds on the global and national successes of systems-oriented interventions and outreach 
worker programs in achieving poverty reduction objectives. The mandate of the program is to address the “last 
mile” implementation challenges of government programs and policies by providing household-level, tailored 
support through trained outreach workers, thus filling a critical gap in the existing provision of services to the most 
vulnerable and impoverished members of society. at the request of mopic and the ministry of Social development, 
iSdp submitted a proposal for the creation and deployment of this program, in conjunction with ei and columbia 
university’s School of Social work, and in close collaboration with local ngos. The implementation of this program 
is expected to commence in fall 2013.

middle class Study

in early 2012, iSdp was commissioned by mopic to develop a new middle class Study, for the purpose of 
presenting a profile of Jordanian middle class households, assessing income and expenditure distribution, and looking 
at sources of income and expenditure patterns across the defined middle class for 2010. The study also assessed the 
changes and developments that affected the Jordanian middle class in 2008 and defined the factors that caused this 
change. data used to formulate the study was based on the household expenditure and income Survey conducted 
by the department of Statistics in 2010.

Sustainability management and climate change

iSdp was awarded a grant by family health international (fhi), through the regional partnership for culture 
development program, to conduct a research study titled “impact of population growth and climate change in 
lebanon and egypt on water Scarcity, agricultural output and food Security.” The project will explore the impact 
of population growth in lebanon and egypt on water and agricultural resources, while investigating the impact 
of climate change on these issues over the past decade. to help carry out this research project, iSdp has partnered 
with the desert development center at the american university in cairo, the faculty of agricultural and food 
Sciences at the american university of beirut (aub), and the climate change and environment in the arab world 
program of the issam fares institute for public policy and international affairs at aub. The research project is 
currently being implemented and the final deliverable is expected to be prepared and published by december 2013.

Advanced Educational Opportunities

iSdp is committed to helping build the capacity of local universities in the area of development practice. as such, 
it has been working with the earth institute at columbia university and the university of Jordan to develop a high-
caliber master of public administration in development practice (mdp) program. The mdp program intends to 
contribute to human capacity building in the area of sustainable development, and to provide technical support and 
policy guidance to public and development institutions at both the national and regional levels. Through coordinating 
the provision of academic and research support, curricular expertise, and faculty exchanges, the center has initiated 
the program—offered by twenty two universities around the world—at the university of  Jordan. iSdp will help 
bring it into the global mdp Secretariat, which is hosted by the earth institute at columbia university in new york.
although originally envisioned to be offered as of September 2012, iSdp’s efforts to help launch the program 
continue, whereby it is working closely with the university of Jordan to finalize all of the prerequisites in order for 
the accreditation process to be completed by the Jordan higher education council, and the first semester of the 
mdp program to hopefully commence in 2014.

Economic Reform Speaker Series

in conjunction with the university of Jordan, the center helped organize a special speaker series focused on 
economic reform. The two-month series aimed to foster public dialogue on the progress and challenges of Jordan’s 
efforts in economic reform, and was comprised of nine panel sessions tackling topics ranging from privatization, 
to centralization and decentralization, to fiscal policy and Jordan’s debt relief.

in the aftermath of regional events, which were—to a large extent—triggered by economic conditions, there was 
a significant need for factual, concrete information on various economic issues. The speaker series was intended 
to provide the Jordanian public with scientifically-based, contextualized information in an accessible format. The 
series of discussions was intended for the public at large, the media, as well as for individuals engaged in economic 
reform issues.

invited speakers included prominent figures from all aspects of the political and economic spectrum; those who 
made, and are making, significant contributions to the political and economic conditions of the country. The sessions 
were moderated by dr. zu’bi al-zu’bi, chairman of the department of business administration in the faculty of 
business at the university of Jordan and ahmad y. majdoubeh, dean of language Studies at arab open university 
(on leave from the university of Jordan).

The series featured the following topics and speakers:

•	 Session	I	–	Privatization:	Is	it	Good	for	Jordan? with Dr. Yusuf Mansour and Isam Qadhamani

•	 Session	II	–	Jordan’s	Economy	in	a	Regional	and	Global	Context with Dr. Musa Shteiwi and H.E. Dr. 
 Jawad Anani

•	 Session	III	–	Centralization	and	Decentralization with Professor Samer Rjoub and Professor Qassem Al 
 Hammouri

•	 Session	IV	–	Jordan’s	Pending	Membership	in	the	GCC with H.E. Nasser Judeh and Dr. Omar Aljazy

•	 Session	V	–	Strategic	Planning	for	Economic	Development	in	Jordan with H.E. Dr. Jafar Hassan and 
 Dr. Omar Razzaz

•	 Session	VI	–	Corruption:	What’s	the	Real	Story? with H.E Dr. Fayyad Al-Qudah and H.E. Ramzi Nuzha

•	 Session	VII	–	Fiscal	Policy	and	Jordan’s	Debt	Relief with H.E. Dr. Omar Al-Zubi and Professor Ghassan 
     Omet

•	 Session	VIII	–	Business	Climate	and	Investment	Opportunities with H.E. Michael Nazzal and Ghassan 
 Nuqul

•	 Session	IX	–	An	Analytical	Overview	of	Economic	Policies	in	the	Last	Decade with H.E. Dr. Tayseer 
 Smadi and Isam Qadhamani
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as envisioned, this series helped raise the level of public knowledge on the various issues and dimensions of economic 
reform, and contributed to a better understanding and assessment of Jordan’s economic needs, challenges, and 
progress. building on this momentum, the center continues to convene a steering committee, composed of a 
nominated group of the speakers, for brainstorming sessions and discussions about taking this initiative forward. 
in early 2013, the center held an open-to-the-public launch event to announce and present the series’ proceedings 
booklet, which serves to document each session including the analyses and media coverage.

Research Grants

President’s Global Innovation Fund

The president’s global innovation fund awards grants for faculty members to leverage and engage columbia’s network 
of global centers. The program aims to enable the development of new projects and scholarly collaborations within 
and across these sites, in order to increase global opportunities for research, teaching and service. projects must 
engage with at least one of columbia’s global centers and may be sited in one of the eight cities in which a global 
center is based, or in other locations in the regions served by a global center, as long as they leverage columbia’s 
global center network.

a request for proposals was issued in spring 2013 for two types of grants: planning grants (up to $25,000), for a 
period of no longer than one year; and project grants (up to $75,000/year), for a period of up to three years. The 
amman center received over 25 proposals from various schools across campus, focusing on themes ranging from 
architecture, to political science, to public health. award recipients were recently announced, after a rigorous selection 
process involving three selection committees that included participation from faculty, staff and administrators.

INCITE Research Grants

The interdisciplinary center for innovative Theory and empirics (incite) at columbia university awards grants that 
are intended to provide investigators, based on campus or at the global centers, with funding to develop innovative 
and ambitious research proposals that by virtue of the seed support are well-positioned to apply for and receive 
external funding from local and regional sources. incite seed grant funds are designed to strengthen the research 
infrastructure at the columbia global centers, ensure the sustainability of an active program of research, and foster 

deeper connections with columbia-based researchers and research institutions. projects may be regionally-focused, 
international, or comparative. interdisciplinary research proposals, partnerships with columbia-based social science 
researchers, and collaborations among the global centers are all strongly encouraged, as is research on issues of deep 
social significance, such as the freedom of information or inequality.

incite, in conjunction with the office of global centers, issued two requests for seed grant proposals in 2012 
and 2013 to columbia faculty working with the university’s network of global centers. The first proposal involving 
the amman center to receive funding in 2012 focuses on “The Socio-economic impacts of refugees in Jordan.”
This project explores the environmental, social, economic and political pressures created by the continuous influx of 
refugees into Jordan. as a result of prolonged conflict in the middle east, Jordan has hosted several waves of refugees, 
displaced persons and returnees. The kingdom has played a regional role in transit migration for palestinians, and has 
seen an influx of iraqi refugees since 2003, as well as a more recent migration of Syrians amidst the regional political 
turmoil. This project will develop a detailed understanding of the demographic and educational characteristics of 
refugee communities, inclusion and exclusion dynamics, and is designed to provide a platform for future research 
oriented towards educational, economic, and environmental outcomes.

The second proposal to receive funding in 2013 was submitted by the community – family integration teams 
(c-fit) program at the center. The proposed project involves the translation of biological measures in behavioral 
science focusing on a population of institutionalized children and youth at risk for both mood and conduct related 
disorders as well as a broad range of cross domain deficits and social exclusion across the transition to adulthood. 
mental illness can be viewed as a developmental phenomenon, resulting from the interaction of a changing individual 
within a changing context. c-fit contends that the understanding of this developmental process in institutionalized 
children, both in terms of behavior and biological systems, could ultimately lead to early identification of and 
intervention for the pediatric population at highest risk for mental illness.

although c-fit’s program partners provide funding to support program delivery, and while evaluation has been an 
important aspect of that, more scientific questions about the mechanisms of program effects, particularly potential 
biological underpinnings of emotional regulation and mental health, are outside of the purview of funding partners 
and are not supported. incite is therefore supporting c-fit for the inclusion of a critical biological marker of 
stress into their longitudinal assessments of developmental functioning and mental health as part of the upcoming 
randomized implementation trial of foster care and juvenile diversion in Jordan.

Case Studies on Innovation and Entrepreneurship

in order to address the quasi-absence of fundamental data of the private sector in Jordan, particularly innovation-
minded entrepreneurship, the center has been working with the world bank (wb) and korea development 
institute (kdi) on a research activity entitled “cases on innovation: Studies on the Jordanian experience.” The 
work will provide valuable case material for courses on entrepreneurship, input lessons from the private sector, 
and the Jordanian government’s policymaking on innovation. This study is assisting the Jordanian higher council 
of Science and technology (hcSt), the royal Scientific Society and other partners in Jordan to strengthen the 
national innovation policy effort.

This initiative was developed following a joint wb/kdi mission to Jordan in the spring of 2010, where a candid 
review of the country’s innovation policy identified issues for the government of Jordan to consider in the formulation 
of the hcSt’s 2012-2016 Science, technology and innovation Strategy. The wb/kdi team visited Jordan again 

Session ii of the economic reform Speaker Series launch of the series’ proceedings
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in January and June 2011, identifying six practical ways in which the institutions could support the work of the 
hcSt. one example is compiling 20 case studies documenting stories of innovative successes (and a few failures) in 
the Jordanian context. The center worked on producing five case studies following academic industry standards, in 
addition to ten journalistic style ‘spotlight’ case stories of Jordanian entrepreneurs, incubators and other innovators 
that will be disseminated to various media outlets in Jordan and the region.

having researched and identified case studies from a range of industries, representing a variety of business models, 
the center welcomed experienced business case writers Samuel perkins and robert crawford, from the u.S. and 
france respectively, in february 2012. after being provided briefings of Jordan’s private sector and company profiles, 
the writers interviewed company ceos, senior officers, and other employees. companies were studied from Jordan’s 
pharmaceutical, ict, food production and tourism industries, and cases were developed on the following companies: 
d1g, kindisoft, easy info, pharmacy 1, and nabil food products. These case studies highlight opportunities and 
obstacles to successful innovation in the Jordanian context, as well as provide examples that showcase the significance 
of creative-class and business-led innovation models.

following the publication of these case studies, it is hoped that continued dialogue and drive to collect data on 
Jordan’s private sector will emerge, to assist the government’s desire to produce an outstanding climate for business 
innovation. The findings of the project will be announced in fall 2013, to inform major figures from the public and 
private sectors of success stories, as well as to promote areas for future development.

Research Roundtables

as part of its efforts to promote research in Jordan, the center continued to hold its research roundtable 
discussion series with renowned researchers and representatives. in the summer of 2012, the center held its 5th 

research roundtable to discuss research ethics in Jordan. The roundtable, held in collaboration with the regional 
partnership on culture and development, included representatives from various research centers. one of the main 
recommendations that came forth from roundtable participants is the establishment of a national institutional review 
board (irb) specifically for research and the social sciences. The center is currently meeting with stakeholders and 
pursuing the possibility of setting it up, drawing on the experience of the irb at the king hussein cancer center.

Public Health

public health is a fundamental priority for all nations. in developing countries with elevated levels of poverty, it is 
especially important to assure that adequate medical training and care are accessible to all. improving public health 
relies upon broad areas of importance, including disease prevention and a solid infrastructure dedicated to assuring 
the right to and access of health for all citizens. partnering with the mailman School of public health (mSph), 
the center continues to build local and regional capacity in health, nutrition, and child protection with local and 
international institutions by developing new partnerships, offering training workshops to address current gaps, 
providing technical assistance, and supporting operational research.

Capacity Building

nutrition in emergencies

The columbia global centers | middle east organized its first intensive public health training course on february 
3-7, 2012, which aimed to develop a basic knowledge of best practices, tools, and national and international 
standards on emergency responses in nutrition. The course involved lectures and workshops considering theoretical 
frameworks for understanding, measuring, analyzing, and addressing the prevalence of malnutrition in emergency 
situations, as well as practical insights and knowledge sharing from facilitators and participants. The lead facilitators, 
dr. Sm moazzem hossain, assistant clinical professor of the program on forced migration and health (pfmh) 
at columbia university and chief of health and nutrition at unicef in Sri lanka, and dr. mah talat, visiting 
lecturer at pfmh and nutrition officer at unicef in multan, brought insight from extensive high-profile 
experiences in South asia, complementing regional analysis offered by local expert dr. mahendra Sheth, unicef 
regional advisor on child Survival.

The facilitators focused on the essentials of good decisionmaking when managing nutrition in emergencies: high-
quality data collection and informed analysis, good practice guidelines and standards, and focused policymaking. 
They also highlighted their experience of political obstacles facing decisionmakers in emergency situations, as well 
as the emotional pressures that inevitably confront agents. when speaking about examples of nutrition challenges 
in the middle east, dr. Sheth noted the importance of developing ongoing surveillance and data collection, with 
greater integration in emergency responses. participants attended from across the region, representing ngos and 
government institutions such as the world health organization, unrwa, Save the children, Jordan’s ministry 
of health, and the dubai health authority.

The training workshop was conducted in collaboration with mSph and was adapted from its Food	Nutrition	and	
Livelihoods	course to provide a regional focus. participants regularly shared insights from their respective countries 
of work, engaging in practical workshops throughout the course. The course also included sessions on conducting 
rapid and sectoral surveys, breastfeeding and other feeding options for children, and the control of disease outbreak; 
providing a holistic framework for managing nutrition in emergencies. 

public health leadership training

The center hosted alastair ager, executive director of the global health initiative and professor of clinical 
population and family health at mSph, who travelled to Jordan and lebanon in the spring of 2012. during his 
visit, professor ager discussed and adapted the syllabus of a planned public health leadership training workshop, 
met with unicef and unrwa representatives in both countries, and led a roundtable discussion in amman, 
organized by the center, to establish a regional public health initiative with key national and regional stakeholders.

The center held the public health leadership training workshop later that fall, on September 21-26, 2012, which 
was titled “tools and Strategies for managing the development of public health programming in the middle 
east.” participants took part in an intensive six-day training on designing, implementing and evaluating public 
health programs addressing the emerging preventative priorities in the region. upon completion of the course, 
participants were able to use epidemiological data to identify and track key health trends, adopt consensus methods 
and participatory engagement methods for interventions, develop and implement robust evaluation processes to 
identify outcomes and impacts of interventions, and establish effective program management arrangements to 
promote effectiveness, efficiency and equity of provision for targeted populations. The workshop was co-instructed 
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by professor alastair ager, Jamie eliades; assistant clinical professor of population and family health at mSph,  
rima afifi; professor and associate dean of the department of health promotion and community health at the 
american university of beirut (aub), and Samer Jabbour; associate professor of public health practice at aub. 
The workshop was especially important as it brought together senior officers of several ministries of health and 
international organizations from Sudan, djibouti, libya, yemen, oman, palestine, lebanon and Jordan, and helped 
encourage regional collaboration on public health.

evidence-based drug dependence treatment and care workshop

adam bisaga, professor of clinical psychiatry at the columbia university college of physicians and Surgeons, 
has been working with the un office of drugs and crime, the world health organization, and the national 
rehabilitation center in abu dhabi on a regional initiative to promote and support evidence-based and ethical 
treatment policies and interventions to reduce the health and social burden caused by drug use and dependence. 
professor bisaga instructed a few sessions on the medical management of alcohol and drug dependence, as part of 
a regional capacity building workshop that was held for senior professional staff, academics, training organizations, 
and government officials in amman in february 2012. The center also began discussions with professor bisaga 
regarding a regional initiative involving monitoring, education, professional exchange, and possibly research on 
interventions related to reducing the health and social burden caused by drug use and dependence.

technical assistance for cfS evaluation in iraq

The center hosted a five-day public health capacity building workshop on June 14-18, 2013 titled “technical 
assistance for cfS evaluation in iraq.” The workshop was instructed by professor alistair ager and Janna metzler, 
program officer at the columbia university medical center, for staff of unicef’s iraq office who were joined 
by colleagues from unicef Jordan and mercy corps Jordan. among the topics addressed were monitoring and 
evaluation, field data collection techniques, sampling strategies, and survey applications.

Technical Support

child protection project

alison bodenheimer, a 2008 graduate of columbia university’s program on forced migration and health at mSph, 
completed her nine-month consultancy at the amman center in april 2012. her work focused on strengthening, 

monitoring, analyzing and reporting on children’s rights violations in the middle east and north africa (mena). 
alison’s presence at the center’s public health program represents an important expansion of the center’s public 
health activities and has helped cement the collaboration between the center and mSph, as well as between 
columbia university and the unicef mena regional office headquarters in amman.

after an initial mapping of existing child protection mechanisms in the mena region, alison collected publicly 
accessible reports of grave child rights violations and situations of concern in the region. incorporating primary 
source data from partnering organizations when available, alison identified trends about priority child protection 
issues and the scale of incidents from collected data. She contributed summaries to be used in reports to the un 
Special representative for children and armed conflict and the un Security council, as well as information used 
in programmatic response and advocacy. her work also supported the efforts of unicef and their partners to 
improve the monitoring and reporting of child protection issues in the mena region.

family health team initiative with unrwa

to keep up with global and regional trends, unrwa is modernizing its health service delivery system by piloting 
a family health team (fht) approach to ensure comprehensive, patient-centered care. The focus is on proper 
management of non-communicable diseases (ncds), responsible for 70% to 80% of deaths among refugee 
communities served by the organization. The fht initiative is structured around five major themes: (a) standards 
and protocols of care, (b) team roles and potential for task shifting, (c) an e-health record system, (d) registration 
procedures and (e) the establishment of an appointments system culture.

The service development of the fht model is currently being piloted in a number of unwra clinics in the west 
bank, lebanon, and Jordan; additional unwra clinics will serve the region in coming years. it is anticipated that 
the experience of the fht initiative will develop more integrated, community-based services for national health 
systems throughout the region.

The mailman School of public health worked with unrwa on a case study, documenting challenges and strategies 
during the course of implementation. in the summer of 2012, the center hosted mSph ‘13 student anushka 
kalyanpur to evaluate the piloted system and document the early experience of implementing the fht model in 
clinics in Jordan, lebanon, and the west bank. The report provided critical feedback on the new model, contributing 
to discussions on integrated, community-based approach in regional health systems.

another mSph student, hannah wesley, joined unrwa for a practicum during summer 2013, in which she focused 
on further analysis, development and evaluation of the fht model with regard to issues of service configuration, 
and staff training and deployment; exploration of the role of the fht in promoting community engagement and 
development of preventive health work; and finally, analysis of data now available to unwra though the electronic 
patient record system regarding health needs, demographic trends, predictors of vulnerability, and so on.

non-communicable diseases

The dean of the mailman School of public health, dr. linda fried, visited the center in may 2012, accompanied 
by dr. wafaa el-Sadr, university professor of epidemiology and medicine and director of The international center 
for aidS care and treatment programs (icap), and dr. richard deckelbaum, robert r. williams professor 
of nutrition (in pediatrics); professor of epidemiology; and director of the institute of human nutrition. The 
delegation visited the unrwa clinic in taybeh and met with the director of unrwa’s health program, dr. Seita 

public health training workshop
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akihiro, and the clinic’s family health team, to learn more about the fht model that columbia university helped 
implement in Jordan. dean fried also delivered a public lecture at the center entitled “a counterintuitive frame 
to the youth bulge: forever young,” on alternative perspectives to managing an aging population.

during her visit, dean fried hosted a roundtable discussion with leaders in Jordan’s health sector, most notably 
representatives from the Jordanian ministry of health, king hussein cancer foundation and center, Jordanian 
nursing council, royal health awareness Society, international medical corps, electronic health Solutions, 
among other organizations working in the field, to better understand the status of public health in the kingdom.

The ministry of health presented an overview of health trends in Jordan, with an emphasis on ncds, providing 
a foundation for the discussion that ensued. The group discussed the impact of epidemiologic, demographic and 
economic changes on community health, potential strategies to foster healthy living among vulnerable communities, 
and effective communication strategies to promote preventive health. among the main issues raised at the roundtable 
was the need for more evidence-based research that includes economic systems modeling to analyze major drivers 
of ncds in Jordan, the need for a comprehensive long-term strategy that consolidates existing national strategies 
and efforts as well as integrates the private and ngo sectors, and a focus on multi-sectoral leadership involving the 
formation of a high-level multi-sectoral leadership forum to initiate structural interventions.

by the meeting’s conclusion, there was a general consensus that ncds are a growing concern in the region, which 
need to be addressed from a cross-sectoral perspective. consequently, the paticipants agreed to form a working 
group, composed of members from the roundtable that would develop an action plan to address pressing concerns, 
with a focus on ncds.

women’s mental health pilot project

a psychiatry team from columbia university, led by alice medalia, professor of clinical psychology (in psychiatry), 
is working to provide expert guidance and consultation for the development of the first comprehensive program 
of evidence-based mental health interventions for women in the united arab emirates (uae). markab advisory 
(markab), a uae-based consulting firm, is working with local sponsors on this project that seeks to establish a 
private, “non-medical” residential service, day program and consultation service in abu dhabi, for women seeking 
mental health treatment. The columbia team is advising markab on evidence-based practices, industry standards, 
and international Joint commission guidelines regarding clinical and operational systems to implement at the 
facility in order to deliver high-quality psychiatric care. other areas the team is advising on include: rehabilitation 

and recovery models for the abu dhabi outpatient women’s program, the creation of a culturally-sensitive mental 
health environment, interdisciplinary care planning and staffing models, the establishment of continuous quality 
improvement protocols, and the assessment of treatment outcomes.

Research

eco-nutrition initiative

in conjunction with mSph, the institute of human nutrition (ihn) at the columbia university medical center, 
and the royal health awareness Society (rhaS) in Jordan, the center is working to launch a research initiative 
that integrates school feeding, economic development and women’s health with community agriculture. This “eco-
nutrition” program will be piloted in one of Jordan’s poverty pockets. The aim is to create a self-sustaining community 
by stimulating local agriculture to help supply a school feeding program and boost economic development in  
the village.

The initiative will introduce agricultural interventions to boost productivity in the poverty pocket as well as design 
nutrition education in local clinics. The horticulture produced will supply the poverty pocket with healthy, organic 
and local produce. health promotion and education programs, a community kitchen and school-feeding program 
will help to advance the community’s nutrition, as well as provide a sustainable solution to reduce poverty.

Spearheading this initiative are dr. richard deckelbaum, director of ihn, and dr. glenn denning, professor of 
professional practice in the faculty of international and public affairs and director of the center for globalization 
and Sustainable development at the earth institute. dr. deckelbaum visited amman in early 2012 to begin 
developing this project. he met with key stakeholders, including rhaS, the director of the Scientific research 
Support fund and several nutritionists from the university of Jordan, Jordan university of Science and technology, 
and hashemite university. The center is currently exploring funding and implementing partners for this project.

communication disorders

during spring 2012, the center hosted lana Shekim, an embassy Science fellows program fellow and director 
of voice and Speech programs at the national institutes of health in the united States, to further research 
communication disorders and map the educational and clinical needs and services in Jordan and other arabic-
speaking countries.

low and middle-income countries are challenged by the burden of both communicable and non-communicable 
diseases, both of which may cause communication disorders. in Jordan, various academic programs emphasize speech-
language pathology and audiology. dr. Shekim studied Jordan’s position in meeting the who recommendations, 
particularly relative to data collection on communication disorders and strengthening and supporting research on 
disabilities.

dr. richard deckelbaum, professor Safwan masri, dean 
linda fried, and professor wafaa el-Sadr participate in 
roundtable discussion on public health in Jordan
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Education

Several of the center’S moSt vibrant programS offer training and executive 

education that draw on the expertiSe of columbia univerSity faculty to 

develop SkillS, exchange knowledge, and promote learning in and about the 

region. the center alSo SupportS a Significant expanSion of opportunitieS 

for columbia StudentS to broaden their educational experience through 

regional Study in the middle eaSt in a variety of fieldS.

Queen Rania Teacher Academy

The columbia global centers | middle east continues to be deeply engaged in the work of the Queen rania teacher 
academy (Qrta), which the center helped establish pre-dating its own official launch in march 2009. Qrta is 
an independent Jordanian institute committed to advancing teacher education and policy deliberation throughout 
the middle east region, and was established under the patronage of her majesty Queen rania al abdullah and in 
partnership with teachers college (tc), through its relationship with the center. Qrta was established to improve 
public education in Jordan by providing high-quality professional development training programs for government 
school teachers and administrators.

Qrta and tc’s unique partnership has enabled them to create a remarkable set of professional development 
programs that befit the region and address the areas that teachers are most in need of. This model leverages the 
knowledge of each partner—Qrta in regional contexts and arabic language, tc in providing world-class research 
and pedagogical insights related to education, and the center in its base of relationships throughout the region.

funded by the Jordanian ministry of planning and the united States agency for international development 
(uSaid), and supported by Jordan’s ministry of education, the partnership is dedicated to improving teacher 
practice in classrooms, strengthening the national curricular initiative, and building capacity in schools and key 
institutions to support a culture of continuous instructional improvement.

Qrta teacher training workshop
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Qrta became the prime facilitator for the united nations educational, Scientific and cultural organization 
(uneSco) to conduct a training program on “emergency Support to Safeguard education Quality for Syrian 
Students in Jordan,” which focused on providing education in emergency situations. it partnered with the cfbt 
education trust on a project in libya titled “teacher System Situational analysis,” and will participate in another 
project on the “development of a unified national learning Standards framework” in the united arab emirates. 
Qrta also joined forces with the united nations children’s fund in two projects; a teacher capacity development 
program in oman, as well as a research project titled “a Screening Study on the education response to the Syrian 
Sub-regional refugee crisis curriculum and accreditation.”

due to the growing number of training programs offered, Qrta identified the importance of impact assessments 
and is therefore working closely with cpre to document the activities conducted in support of the networks and 
their impact on practice, policy, and performance. The documentation focuses on the use, adaptation, and sharing 
of the practices, lessons, units, and tools acquired or developed through network activities, in order to allow for 
any improvement of services, as well as to track the design and enactment of the school network strategy and the 
use of new practices and their sustainability over time.

Onsite Learning Programs for Full-Time Students

onsite learning is strongly advocated in the mission of the columbia global centers | middle east, and the facilities 
available allow the center to hold numerous onsite programs. in 2012-2013, the center held the following programs:

Summer Ecosystem Experiences for Undergraduates Program

in conjunction with columbia college and the center for environmental research and conservation (cerc) at 
columbia university’s earth institute, the center offered a second and third iteration of the Summer ecosystem 
experience for undergraduates program (See u) in Jordan. The five-week program ran in early summer, both in 
2012 and again in 2013, and provided 13 and 18 undergraduate students (respectively) from columbia and other 
accredited universities with a global understanding of ecology, biodiversity and environmental sustainability. The 
program also offered students the opportunity to conduct fieldwork in unique natural settings, in combination 
with classroom lectures and lab work. 

Throughout 2012-2013, Qrta continued to expand its set of professional development programs through its 
unique School networks program, which sets it apart from other teacher training institutions. This year, Qrta 
launched two additional cohorts and piloted a new arabic network in addition to its previous networks in english 
writing, Science, math, and leadership, which are designed and delivered in collaboration with the team at the 
consortium for policy research in education (cpre) based at teachers college.

Qrta has been working to establish the foundation of an education training program based on the book Teach	Like	
a	Champion by author doug lemov. Qrta obtained the publishing rights to adapt, translate, and re-contextualize 
the book and its supporting dvd in order to make it relevant to an arabic speaking audience. The book provides 
an excellent basis for creating a classroom learning environment that helps educators dramatically improve their 
teaching techniques.

Qrta has also partnered with uSaid to initiate the environmental education (ee) network program in “education 
for Sustainable development” (eSd). The overarching objectives of the ee network coincide with the academy’s 
mission, in that the ultimate goal is to provide high-quality professional development programs that help develop 
teacher skills and knowledge and integrate eSd practices through a variety of academic disciplines. The ee network 
is designed to improve the quality of environmental education and to raise students’ awareness about the country’s 
environmental issues and concerns.

The past year in particular has witnessed a notable increase in capacity at Qrta, whereby it has succeeded, in close 
conjunction with tc, to develop, design, and deliver a myriad of professional development programs in relevant 
subject areas, and package 24 workshops to public and private school teachers over the span of only 12 months. 
Through its multiple programs and networks, Qrta has reached more than 7,300 school teachers and educators, 
and continues to help reshape and advance the landscape of teaching and public education in Jordan.

in addition to its work in Jordan, Qrta continues to expand its efforts regionally; offering various training programs 
in Jerusalem and the west bank in conjunction with madrasati palestine. it has also been approached by various 
regional entities including the kuwaiti, Saudi, and Somali ministries of education, and has signed a memorandum 
of understanding with the Saudi education holding company, tatweer, to develop an arabic program on early 
childhood education and the arabic version of Teach	Like	a	Champion. Qrta has also signed agreements with the 
arab bureau for education in the gulf States and philadelphia consulting regarding long-term strategic collaboration.

due to its rising reputation as the region’s leading center of excellence in teachers’ professional development, Qrta 
has been approached by international non-governmental entities to partner on training programs. most recently, 

training workshop in conjunction 
with madrasati palestine

See u students in the field
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Capstone Projects for Masters Students

in the spring of 2012, the center facilitated one of the capstone projects of columbia university’s master of Science 
in Sustainability management (mSSm) program. The project involved the creation of a “new award metrics 
for Sustainability” for the king abdullah ii center for excellence (kace) in Jordan, which aimed to provide an 
actionable roadmap for the integration of sustainability metrics into the current structure of the king abdullah ii 
award for excellence.

The capstone team visited Jordan during spring break 2012, and the center hosted the students and facilitated 
their meetings with related stakeholders. The new award metrics was submitted to the king abdullah ii center 
for excellence in may 2013, and it is anticipated that kace will apply the metrics in their 2014 award cycle. This 
capstone was the first successful international capstone project in the mSSm program.

Students were accompanied by Jenna lawrence, adjunct associate research Scientist at the center for environmental 
Sustainability and lecturer in ecology, evolution and environmental biology and teaching assistant natalia rossi, 
a graduate student in the department of ecology, evolution and environmental biology at the graduate School 
of arts and Sciences.

Jordan’s unique topography offers students the opportunity to study the desert ecosystem, as well as varied habitats 
in locations such as the Jordan valley, Jerash, ajloun, petra, dana, wadi rum and aqaba. The See u program also 
allows students to study issues of water, energy and climate change as they relate to sustainable development. at 
each site, students were required to undertake their own research project, though they worked extensively in teams 
when collecting data in the field. each student was then required to contextualize their research project within a 
core issue of environmental sustainability, thereby allowing students to experience the interconnectedness of science 
and sustainability and enhance their understanding through “real-world” application. local partners included the 
royal Society for the conservation of nature, the university of Jordan, the royal botanic garden of Jordan, and 
the marine Science Station in aqaba. 

Summer Arabic Language Program

in conjunction with columbia’s office of global programs, the center held a third and fourth offering of the 
annual arabic language program during the summers of 2012 and 2013. The eight-week program, designed to 
strengthen students’ skills in modern Standard arabic and colloquial levantine arabic, was offered each summer to 
approximately 15 undergraduate and graduate students, from columbia university and other american universities.
Students studied at the center, and learned about Jordanian society through cultural activities, volunteering and 
travel. 

Students were also given the opportunity to stay with a Jordanian host family, coordinated through the center, 
which helped further improve their language skills and immersion in the culture and society. The center continues 
to explore longer-term plans with partners at columbia university to expand the summer program into a semester 
or a year abroad program.

Summer arabic language program 2012 in sessionarabic students in 2013 program visit petra

team photo at the king abdullah ii center for excellence capstone project students at the roman amphitheatre in 
downtown amman
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the columbia global centerS | middle eaSt iS committed to creating 

opportunitieS for ScholarShip and Study beyond librarieS and claSSroomS. 

many of the center’S programS pair columbia StudentS and faculty with 

practitionerS throughout the middle eaSt, working in a variety of SectorS, 

to develop handS-on proJectS that promote Study and expand the range of 

academic experienceS. theSe programS highlight the range of opportunitieS 

that the global centerS can offer to memberS of the columbia community. 

theSe activitieS alSo Strengthen the center’S impact on itS community, by 

allowing ScholarS to work in handS-on, applied SettingS with local expertS.
 
The center’s programs include:

Social Work

Social work has significantly evolved over the past century, and as the first school of social work in the united States, 
columbia university’s School of Social work (cuSSw) has been a primary participant in the field’s evolution. as 
one of the fields identified as a priority both locally and regionally, social work has continued to be an area of focus 
for the center’s programming over the past couple of years. in partnership with cuSSw, the center has introduced, 
and has continued to hold, a number of social work initiatives:

Jordan Social Work Education for Excellence Program

The Jordan Social work education for excellence program (JSweep) represents a collaboration involving the 
amman center, cuSSw, Jordanian ministry of planning and international cooperation, Jordanian ministry of 
Social development, Jordan river foundation, national council for family affairs, and other organizations in the 
field of social work. JSweep works to support the establishment of the social work profession in Jordan, building 
the capacity for a 21st century model for social work education and facilitating the emergence of a cadre of social 
work professionals who can lead effective governmental and non-governmental social welfare organizations.

The overall vision for JSweep is the improvement of social conditions in the country through the establishment, 
nurturing, and utilization of academically prepared social work professionals who can bring to bear leading edge 
knowledge and skills within organizational settings in the formulation of policies and programs and in the design 
and delivery of services that provide family and youth interventions.

Since the center was first launched in 2009, cuSSw has been developing and offering courses focused on basic 
practices. in the fall of 2012 and in early 2013, the center, along with cuSSw, held several training courses in the 
area of social work. These included: Foundations	for	Social	Work	Practice, Skill	Building	for	Foundations	for	Social	Work	
Practice, Social	Work	Perspectives	on	Family	Violence, Management	for	Success, and Mental	Health	and	Juvenile	Justice.

JSweep targeted participants from local governmental and non-governmental organizations, and since its launch, 

Programs 
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has trained more than 450 front-line workers in basic social work skills. The center will continue to offer training 
and capacity building workshops that draw on the expertise of columbia university faculty to develop skills, 
exchange knowledge, and promote learning in the field of social work. in the next phase, JSweep will also be 
focused on providing technical assistance to select agencies in Jordan by working closely with their respective social 
service personnel to hone their foundations and supervision knowledge and skills, in an effort to institutionalize 
evidence-based practice and supervisory models, and develop effective and accountable processes, methods, and skills.

Social Work Fellowship Program

in conjunction with the open Society foundation (oSf) and cuSSw, the center has continued to administer a 
Social work fellowship program. The program is designed to provide social work education for fellows to prepare 
them to implement reforms, create policies and foster the development of social work in Jordan. fifteen social work 
fellowships have been awarded thus far (five on an annual basis) for social workers to enter and complete a two-year 
master of Science in Social work at cuSSw. five awards were granted in 2011, another five followed in 2012, 
and a third cohort of fellows begin their studies at cuSSw in fall 2013. The inaugural cohort graduated in may 
2013, and have now returned to Jordan. JSweep hopes to work closely with these graduates to promote evidence-
based practice and supervisory models and to provide technical assistance as needed. This program is funded by the 
open Society foundation, columbia university School of Social work, king abdullah ii fund for development, 
Jordanian ministry of planning and international cooperation, and private donors.

The center hosted a reception on august 20, 2013 in honor of the Jordan Social work fellowship program, which 
brought together a group of the fellows with partner organizations and private donors. Jeanette takamura, dean 
of the columbia university School of Social work, was also present, along with representatives from cuSSw. The 
inspiring and driven group of fellows shared their experiences in the program and their plans for addressing social 
issues in Jordan upon their return.

Community-Family Integration Teams

in conjunction with the Jordanian ministry of Social development, unicef, the judicial system, and ngo 
partners, social work researchers from columbia university have launched a major collaborative effort through the 
columbia global centers | middle east that is considered to be a significant turning point in the child welfare and 
juvenile justice systems in the kingdom. The group of researchers includes: associate professors of Social work at 
the columbia university School of Social work: robin gearing, michael mackenzie, and craig Schwalbe. The 
community-family integration team (c-fit) program, directed by dr. rawan ibrahim, launched Jordan’s—indeed 

the region’s—first formal family-based therapeutic alternatives to institutional placements for children in need of 
substitute care and youth in conflict with the law.

a growing body of evidence from international research has highlighted the limitations of residential care homes and 
the consequences for child and youth development. Jordan, like many low- and middle-income countries, however, 
has continued to rely mostly on institutional-based placements for children in need of care and protection and 
youth in conflict with the law. The c-fit program aims to reduce the length of placement for children placed on 
hold in juvenile detention centers, and return children being reared in care homes to their families or to substitute 
foster families. c-fit successfully launched both juvenile diversion and foster care programs and has begun the 
important process of transitioning children and youth from institutions back into their communities.

Juvenile diversion

The average length of time that troubled youth reside in juvenile detention facilities throughout the kingdom can 
reach up to five months. during this time, young people are exposed to negative influences of others in care. Their 
emotional ties to their families are weakened and their place in their home communities is shaken. while it would 
be expected that youth accused of serious crimes such as murder and rape would remain in the care of juvenile 
detention centers while their cases are investigated, some youth could be better served in the c-fit diversion program.

The c-fit program is currently diverting children in irbid in northern Jordan as part of a pilot program for youth 
who would normally be placed in juvenile detention centers while awaiting the conclusion of their investigation and 
adjudication. for diversion-eligible youth, it is c-fit’s goal to prevent admission to or reduce the average length 
of stay in juvenile detention from five months to one week or even less. This is accomplished through assessment 
procedures and psychosocial interventions that reduce youth risk for future conflict with the law and promote 
reconciliation with victims of their delinquency. positive outcomes sought by the program include improved 
psychosocial status, stronger family functioning, reduced rates of recidivism, and improved public safety.

foster care

children in need of care and protection in Jordan are currently served in orphanages referred to as care homes. 
in addition to dealing with the loss and separation from their biological families, these children continue to face 
separations as they are transitioned between various care homes as they grow older. Some children transition between 
as many as four centers from infancy through 18 years. living in institutional care can have negative effects on the 
health and psychosocial well-being of children, whereby staff face difficulties in providing a stable and supportive 
relationship that the children are in need of. The results of the psychosocial assessment of children in care homes 
conducted by the c-fit team highlighted that children in institutional care settings have increased trauma and 
impaired social, psychological, and emotional growth, development, and functioning. many young children currently 
cared for in institutions can be well served through diversion into the c-fit foster care program.

foster care serves children in need of placement outside of their biological family for reasons such as being orphaned, 
abandonment, unknown parentage, and child abuse or neglect. The first priority of a foster care program is to identify 
and secure kinship placements whenever possible and non-relative foster families from the local community when 
no other option exists. This is currently underway in the community of zarqa, northeast of the capital amman.

foster homes provide a more normative and nurturing environment for children’s growth and development as well 
as the ability to maintain stronger connections to their communities. in the long term, children’s connections to 

Social work fellows at eventcuSSw dean Jeanette takamura presents an overview of 
the fellowship program 
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their foster families and communities will foster better functioning and healthier, successful transitions to adulthood. 
This will be accomplished by establishing assessment procedures and psychosocial interventions that support foster 
parents in their care-giving role and enhance stability in the child’s placement and integration into the community.

next Steps

The foster care and juvenile diversion programs mark a significant shift in practices for the Jordanian social service 
system and offer alternatives that are both more affordable than institutional placement and are likely to bolster child 
outcomes. c-fit is currently measuring a randomized control trial to formally test its long-term effectiveness and 
support efforts at scaling up programs across the kingdom. The amman center continues to play an important role 
in facilitating the collaboration between columbia university faculty and Jordanian scholars and partners. These 
efforts are poised to pay off in the development of culturally congruent and sustainable child welfare and juvenile 
justice programs in Jordan, and hopefully will serve as a model that can be replicated elsewhere in the region.

Arts

columbia university’s School of the arts has a rich history of offering various aspects of visual arts, film, theatre, 
writing, producing, and literature. in partnership with the School of the arts, the amman center has organized a 
number of programs in the arts, focused so far on creative writing and film.

in spring 2012, the center hosted binnie kirshenbaum, professor and chair of the creative writing program at 
the columbia university School of the arts, along with hannah assadi, an arts graduate for a visit to amman. 
professor kirshenbaum met with key literary figures in Jordan to gage interest for a potential creative writing 
workshop. during her visit, professor kirshenbaum was involved in two public events: a reading and discussion 
from her latest novel, The	Scenic	Route, held at canvas café and art lounge in amman on may 15, and a public 
lecture at the center the following day entitled The	Why	and	the	How	of	Teaching	Creative	Writing.

on august 25-29, 2013, the center hosted richard peña, professor of film Studies at columbia university, for a 
five-day Introduction	to	Film	Studies course and “Flashes	from	the	Horizon:	A	Panorama	of	Latin	American	Cinema,” 
which involved selected screenings of latin american cinema. The course covered the fundamental aspects of film 
analysis including the choices made by filmmakers in terms of editing, sound, camera movement, set design and 
lighting. The public screenings, held at the royal film commission in amman, featured films from mexico, brazil, 
cuba, colombia and argentina coupled with historical background, discussions and question/answer sessions.

Studio-X Global Network: Amman Lab

migration, revolutions, conflict and continuous renegotiations of the notion of citizenship are reshaping our cities 
in the arab world in a speed that renders a generation of young architects and planners in a state of constant 
uncertainty. while it is true that amman ranks high in the scale of stability in comparison to other major cities in 
the region, it remains as it always was: a living organism that is directly responsive to its regional context. amman 
grows and transforms in response to the needs of a population that increases in sudden bursts, largely as a result of 
neighboring conflict. as the city continues to grow, it faces the common challenges of an overwhelmed infrastructure, 
unplanned residential expansion and lack of public spaces, as well as faces the risks of class and identity-based 
segregation, processes of gentrification and privatization.

as a main node on the hejaz railway, an ottoman project started in 1900 planned to link belgrade to baghdad 
through aleppo, and istanbul to mecca and medina through damascus and amman, the city began claiming an 
important role in the region. today, amman grows as a regional hub for information technology, headquarters of 
multinational corporations, medical and education tourism, international ngos and diplomatic missions. plans for 
a global city multiply, ideas on amman as a laboratory for new pluralist forms of citizenship are born, and searches 
for local urban identities and disrupted projects of modernity are revisited. uncertainty becomes not an obstacle, 
but a driving force for change and innovation.

The amman lab opened within the columbia global centers | middle east in march 2009 as part of the Studio-x 
global network initiative run by the graduate School of architecture, planning and preservation (gSapp) at 
columbia university. Studio-x in amman is a platform for multidisciplinary collaborations between gSapp and 
the amman center, with institutions and individuals in Jordan and the region to address questions on mobility, 
accessibility, public space, representation and participation. The amman lab became a point of reference in amman 
for experimental design and research dedicated to investigating the future of cities in the arab region. amman lab 
activities—ranging from lectures, to symposia, to screenings and roundtables—are today recognized occasions for 
architects and designers in the city to get together to share work, ideas and opinions.

based at the columbia global centers | middle east, the amman lab’s activities take place across the city, allowing 
for architects, designers, scholars and students to visit and engage with studios, galleries, offices, workshops and 
other spaces where urban issues are addressed from a variety of fields. as a result, a nomadic character of Studio-x 
in amman was formed in parallel to in-house programming, which became a series of regular Studio-x pop-up 
events: fast-paced programming designed for sharing and discussing new projects in and on the city. Studio-x in 
amman works closely with gSapp faculty and students to conduct workshops, develop research projects, identify 
partners and collaborators, and provide the platforms for public conversations and debates on the future of our shared 
spaces. amman lab local and regional partnerships include academic institutions, think tanks, arts organizations 
and galleries, architecture firms, online media platforms, and manufacturing companies.

c-fit team

Introduction	to	Film	Studies course with 
professor richard peña

Screening of latin american cinema at the 
royal film commission
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in november 2012, Studio-x amman lab participated in the first Qalandia international biennial and the fourth 
riwaq biennial by organizing, in collaboration with the riwaq center for architectural conservation, a three-day 
symposium titled Modernity, Architecture and Urban Life in the Arab Region in ramallah and amman. The 
event brought together renowned scholars, architects and architecture historians to share their research as well as 
to engage in a critical debate on the notion of modernity, and the multiplicity of its manifestations in arab cities. 
gSapp participants included associate professor of architecture, planning and preservation, felicity Scott; adjunct 
assistant professor of architecture, planning and preservation, craig konyk; adjunct assistant professor and 
director of Sustainable urbanism international lab, Jyoti hosagrahar; as well as over a dozen distinguished local 
and regional architects and scholars from amman, cairo, haifa, Jerusalem, nazareth, and ramallah.

Urban Futures 2030: Heritage, Technology, Sustainability – This conference was held at the amman lab in 
december 2012 with professor Jyoti hosagrahar to present the previous urban future 2030 events held at Studio-x 
in mumbai and Studio-x in beijing. The aim is to start a public conversation on the issues to be addressed in the 
upcoming amman episode of this cross-Studio-x conference.

Knowledge City: Information Infrastructure – in spring 2013, gSapp assistant professor, frederic levrat 
collaborated with gSapp assistant professor and director of the laboratory for applied building Science, phillip 
anzalone on a design studio titled “Knowledge	City:	Information	Infrastructure.” in collaboration with the greater 
amman municipality, petra aluminum company, 7iber media platform, arini, and engicon, the studio studied the 
relationship between information and communication technology and the dissemination of information throughout 
the city using existing infrastructure, specifically public transportation. Students developed a proposal for a smart 
bus stop at amman’s north terminal, and in collaboration with students from the university of Jordan and house 
[b] Studio, built a full-scale mock-up of the pavilion with an audio-visual installation. The program was organized 
by Studio-x’s amman lab in collaboration with the columbia global centers | middle east, and gSapp alumna, 
roula Salamoun (ac ‘11). The program included a tour of formal and informal transportation hubs in amman led 
by transportation engineer at engicon and ceo of Sowt, hazem zureiqat, a public roundtable discussion with 
director of  transport and traffic management at the greater amman municipality, ayman Smadi; co-founder of 
visualizing palestine, Joumana al Jabri; and architect at unrwa, alaa al awad, as well as a public presentation by 
frederic levrat and founder and head architect at dw5, bernard khoury on architecture, knowledge, and mobility. 

highlighted below is a sampling of the public events, discussions, and student workshops the amman lab has 
organized over the past 18 months:

LIVE FEED: Middle East Collaborations 2005-2012 – This exhibition, curated by the global network exhibitions 
coordinator, gregory bugel, and former director of global network programming, malwina lys-dobradin, was 
a journey through gSapp’s involvement in the region. establishing lasting international partnerships, gSapp has 
developed architectural design studios and workshops, historic preservation projects and urban planning studios. 
This exhibition highlights projects in afghanistan, Jordan, palestine, Qatar, turkey, and the united arab emirates. 
live feed opened in early 2012 at the center for architecture in new york city.

Public Space Workshop – The public Space workshop (formerly known as the Summer design workshop, 
directed by adjunct assistant professors of architecture, planning and preservation, kamal farah and 
Jennifer broutin, is an annual workshop assembling experts and students focusing on the future of 
public space. The third and fourth iterations of the public Space workshop were held in July 2012 and 
2013. in 2012, the workshop operated for the first time in two cities: amman and istanbul, the latter 
currently emerging as a hub in the Studio-x global network. with students and faculty from gSapp,  
Jordan university of Science and technology, and bilgi university, the teams investigated the notion of “presence” 
in the city, developing proposals for interfaces activating public spaces through user participation.

in the summer of 2013, the workshop expanded even further to include three cities: amman, istanbul and mumbai, 
as well as the participation of 35 students in total from gSapp, german Jordanian university, istanbul technical 
university, and kamla raheja vidyanidhi institute for architecture and environmental Studies. The theme revolved 
around “publicbit,” a mobile, open hardware unit developed for deployment in public spaces with sensing capabilities 
networked for real-time transmission of site specific city data. The data is synthesized to develop spatial proposals for 
connecting physical and virtual public spaces, both within and between cities. an online platform simultaneously 
aggregates and broadcasts the data, providing a global platform for exchange.

Live 2: Art + Power + Space – as part of the design studio taught by professor of professional practice, mario 
gooden, six students spent two weeks between amman and dubai in october 2012 to conduct research on the 
role of architecture in the production, display and promotion of arab art within both the regional and global 
markets. They also worked on site-analysis for their design proposals for a new gallery space in amman. artist and 
architect Saba innab and artist and founder of ammar khammash architects, ammar khammash, participated 
in an informal jury to provide feedback on students’ proposals. a public roundtable discussion with director and 
head curator of The palestinian museum, Jack persekian; artist and architect dina haddadin; Saba innab and 
mario gooden was also held at darat al funun in amman. 

art + power + Space studio panel discussion

panel discussion on knowledge, mobility, infrastructure
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Studio-x amman lab participated in the 11th Sharjah Biennial in may 2013, on its closing weekend, curated  
by chief curator of the museum of contemporary art in tokyo, yuko hasegawa. in partnership with the Sharjah 
art foundation, the amman lab organized a tour and public panel titled “between past and future: tradition, 
technology, innovation.” The program consisted of a tour of Jazirat al hamra (ras al khaimah) with ronald 
hawker from alberta college of art and design in canada, and a panel with associate professor of architecture 
at the american univeristy of Sharjah, george katodrytis; head of architectural affairs at the ministry of culture  
of the kingdom of bahrain, noura al Sayeh; associate professor at the department of architecture at uae  
university, yasser el Sheshtawy; and architect advisor at hh The ruler’s office - Sharjah, peter Jackson, to present 
their research and raise questions on the place of cultural identity in the built environment, and its relationship 
with modernity and technology, challenging the common opposition between the traditional and the modern.

Collecting Architecture Territories – collecting architecture territories is a research project that reflects on the 
relationship between architecture and collecting, considering architecture both as an agent that organizes, supports 
and informs various contemporary collecting practices, and as an object of collection in its own right. a key hypothesis 
of the project is that the present explosion of the museum can no longer be understood solely in museological terms, 
but can be productively recast by thinking its relationship to the ongoing definition and redefinition of geopolitical, 
cultural, and financial territories. collecting architecture territories workshop was led by associate professor and 
co-director of the mSc. program in critical curatorial and conceptual practices in architecture at gSapp, mark 
wasiuta; and associate professor and director of the publications office at gSapp books, craig buckley with 
exhibitions coordinator at gSapp, adam bandler; publications coordinator at gSapp, Jordan carver; Studio-x 
amman lab curator, nora akawi; and director of makan art Space, Samah hijawi at the amman lab and the 
columbia global centers | middle east. The workshop was organized in partnership with darat al funun - The 
khalid Shoman foundation, the american university of beirut, and the Sharjah art foundation. gSapp students 
traveled to amman, beirut, dubai, abu dhabi, Sharjah, ramallah, Jerusalem and bethlehem to meet with archivists, 
collectors and scholars. on June 18, a public roundtable discussion was held at the american university of beirut 
(aub) with mark wasiuta, craig buckley, professor of architecture at aub; george arbid, and assistant professor 
of civilization Sequence program at aub; Sonja mejcher-atassi, and co-founder and co-director of beirut art 
center; lamia Joreige. a presentation of student work was held at the columbia global centers | middle east 
on July 1 with george arbid; deputy director of Sharjah art foundation, reem Shadid; and artistic director of 
darat al funun, eline van der vlist. 
 

other lectures and screenings have included: 

•	 Arnaldo Ceccini, dean of the faculty of architecture of  alghero at the university of Sassari, italy – 
 Enjoying	the	Swerve:	Reinventing	Public	Space on february 7, 2013. organized in partnership with makan 
 art Space.

•	 Igor Peraza, lead architect at embt Shanghai – Anytime	Anywhere on may 19, 2013. organized in 
 partnership with maisam architects and engineers. 

•	 Jumana Manna, artist and filmmaker – Imagined	Cities:	A	Sketch	of	Manners on may 27, 2013.

additional film screenings, lectures, roundtables, field visits and workshops at amman lab Studio-x are curated 
to aggregate and share knowledge, build on existing research, and promote a continuity of critical feedback, 
communication and collaboration between gSapp and scholars, architects, artists, designers and other active 
citizens and stakeholders in amman and neighboring cities.

Internships

The center hosts a regular set of interns, primarily in the summer. additional interns assist with activities and the 
coordination of programs throughout the academic year. interns tend to be undergraduates engaged in overseas 
study, or in the region, who have an interest in or links to Jordan. interested students inquire about internship 
positions through the center’s website, and the center also receives interns through referrals or through its wide 
base of contacts. internships at the center are unpaid positions, six weeks long at minimum, and are available in a 
range of fields, including: the arts, architecture, social work, communications and alumni outreach, sustainability, 
and research support. in 2012, seven students completed an internship program at the center.

Name University Field of Study Area of 
Support 
at the Center

Internship 
Duration

Jonathan peters School of african 
and oriental 
Studies (SoaS)

political Science 
and economics

research January – 
September

Samir al-Sad university of 
windsor

political Science and 
psychology

communications 
and outreach

may – July

randa wahbe columbia 
university

public health research may – august

reema attiga george washington 
university

international affairs 
and communications 
Studies 

research June – July

haya khoury mcgill university economics and 
environment

iSdp June – august

ben martorell depaul university international Studies communications 
and outreach

June – august

hamza Salem new york 
university

politics and 
economics

communications 
and outreach

July – august

tour of Jazirat al hamra in Sharjah
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in 2013, three students have been committed to working with the center so far, in various areas of support.

Name University Field of 
Study

Area of 
Support 
at the Center

Internship 
Duration

dima Saad university of  toronto 
at mississauga

history and french iSdp may – July

Jawad dukhgan university of Jordan architecture amman lab June – august

ibrahim tari princess Sumaya 
university for 
technology

business 
administration

research and 
programs

august – September

        

Columbia Experience Overseas Program

in addition to its regular internship program, the center held the columbia experience overseas program (ceo), 
in partnership with the center for career education (cce) at columbia university. The ceo program is a unique 
eight-week internship program that offers columbia undergraduates high-quality internships developed through 
alumni and employer partnerships. The program was offered for the second time in amman through the center to 
nine students in the summer of 2012, and again to another eight students in the summer of 2013.

internship opportunities includ a diverse array of fields, such as publishing, hospitality, economic policy, consulting 
and finance. Throughout the internship, students explore a career field and develope professional skills, while 
gaining international experience in a vibrant cosmopolitan city. Students also had the opportunity to connect with 
professionals in amman who have chosen to support the program either as an employer or mentor. in coordination 
with Jennifer creamer, associate director, experiential education & Student enterprises at cce, the center hosted 
an orientation lunch in early June 2013 for students to meet their mentors, as well as a social reception a few weeks 
into the program for students, mentors, and employers.

ceo program 2012:

Columbia Student Internship Organization Mentor / Relation

alex Spangher  (cc ‘14) Sustainability excellence hana kanan (alumni: tc ‘02) 
allison malecha  (cc ‘13) front row publishing h.e. ms. Suzanne affaneh 

(friend of the center)
ann chou  (cc ‘13) king hussein foundation hania barqawi (Qrta)
ben eckersley  (cc ‘13) king hussein foundation haif bannayan (Qrta)
christine liu  (en ‘13) hikma pharmaceuticals ramzi muna (alumni: en ‘81)
dike ramdeen  (en ‘13) hikma pharmaceuticals kevin wheeler  (alumni: gSaS ‘07)
Joana kelly  (cc ‘14) king hussein foundation rula Jardaneh (parent: bu ‘14)
michael marsocci  (en ‘13) royal Jordanian airlines rula Jardaneh (parent: bu ‘14)
rubii pham (cc ‘13) bank al etihad h.e. ms. Suhair al ali 

(parent: en ‘13)

ceo program 2013:

Columbia Student Internship Organization Mentor / Relation

Shamm petros  (cc ‘14) Sustainability excellence nasma barghouthi 
(alumni: Sce ‘13)

Sarah crosswell  (cc ‘14) Jordan tourism board hana kanan (alumni: tc ‘02)
abdul leite  (en ‘15) hikma pharmaceuticals ramzi muna (alumni: en ‘81)
Sophie luo  (cc ‘14) king hussein foundation rula Jardaneh (parent: bu ‘14)
Sam reichman  (cc ‘15) king hussein foundation barbara porter 

(alumni: gf ‘86,‘87,‘01 )
edwin mejia  (cc ‘14) hikma pharmaceuticals kevin wheeler (alumni: gSaS ‘07)
mia dhillon  (cc ‘14) king hussein foundation tarik chelali (alumni: Sipa ‘12)
mirabel rouze  (cc ‘14) Jordan investment board tarik chelali (alumni: Sipa ‘12)
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CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

the center continueS to cooperate with numerouS partnerS to hold 

conferenceS and SeminarS featuring international expertS and regional 

ScholarS that focuS on a variety of relevant iSSueS. theSe eventS promote 

academic dialogue and help Solidify the center’S prominence in the region 

aS a focal point of intellectual engagement.

highlights of major events from 2012-2013 include:

Urban Planning Workshop

in collaboration with the university of waterloo in ontario, canada, the center organized a public workshop 
entitled, “The middle east’s new urban landscape: inclusive urban planning or democratic deficit” that was held 
at the center on march 12-13, 2012. The workshop was spearheaded by dr. luna khirfan, a visiting fellow at the 
center’s visiting Scholars and fellows program, and brought together an interdisciplinary panel of academics and 
professionals from across the region and beyond, to present their findings on the urban landscape of cities in the 
middle east and to collectively explore ways to institutionalize public participation in middle east urban planning.
The workshop focused on three main themes: building on and contributing to theoretical concepts in urban planning 
and political science on the issues of democratic and inclusive urban planning in the middle east; proposing new 
methodological approaches to the study of middle eastern cities drawn from urban planning, urban geography, 
political science and middle eastern studies, and finally, providing innovative empirical studies of middle eastern 
cities including amman, beirut and cairo.

Some of the workshop’s participants, among other contributors, have authored book chapters that will culminate 
in a publication; the value of which is multifold, particularly given the absence of research that connects notions 
of best practices in participatory planning and their application in middle eastern contexts. The edited volume is 
undergoing a blind peer review process, with the anticipation that it will be published in early 2014. The book, 
which is edited by dr. khirfan, is also meant to offer an original in-depth comparative analysis of a number of 
urban development cities in the middle east.

Outreach

dr. luna khirfan presents at urban planning workshop
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Annual Nutrition Conference

The amman center participated in the fifth annual nutrition conference, “nutrition and ncds: a palestinian 
agenda,” which took place in ramallah on September 15-16, 2012. The conference focused on the importance of 
nutrition in combating non-communicable diseases, from both a research and policy standpoint, and was organized 
by the Juzoor foundation for health and Social development. it brought together professionals from governmental 
and non-governmental organizations, and academic, private and international institutions. partners included al-
Quds university, augusta victoria hospital in Jerusalem, and columbia university.

a number of faculty and researchers from columbia participated in the conference: dr. marwah abdalla spoke on 
the global burden of cardiovascular disease, dr. kim hekimian presented on the double burden of under and over 
nutrition in armenia in contrast to the west bank, dr. richard deckelbaum discussed the link between agriculture, 
nutrition and ncds, and dr. f. xavier pi-Sunyer presented on the prevention and management of diabetes. This 
conference helped strengthen the foundation for research collaborations with a number of organizations in Jerusalem 
and the west bank including the Juzoor foundation, birzeit university, and unrwa.

Global Thinkers Forum 2012

under the patronage of her majesty Queen rania al abdullah, the center hosted the global Thinkers forum 
on october 7, 2012. The conference was organized as a response to the leadership positions some women across 
communities in the region have started to take, and celebrated the current roles and life stories of successful women 
leaders in professional and public life. The center’s director, professor Safwan masri, chaired a panel session on 
“Society – The new mena Societies: problems, challenges and potential.” Saskia Sassen, robert S. lynd professor 
of Sociology at columbia university also participated in the conference and delivered the keynote address entitled, 
“The global Street.” 

Roundtable with Journalists and Activists in Cairo

The center organized a roundtable discussion for president lee bollinger with leading journalists and activists in 
egypt on January 12, 2013. The session was co-moderated by professor Safwan masri and hani Shukrallah, former 
editor-in-chief of ahram online, and brought together individuals helping shape egypt’s future for an engaging 
conversation about current affairs and developments in the country. 
participants included khaled abdalla, actor, producer, filmmaker, and founder and member of mosireen collective; 

amr hamzawy, professor of political Science at The american university in cairo and founder of masr elhureyya 
political party; amira howeidy, deputy editor-in-chief of al-ahram weekly; hossam bahgat, human rights 
activist and founder and director of the egyptian initiative for personal rights; among many other leading figures. 
president bollinger’s visit to cairo also included individual meetings with political and governmental figures, a 
meeting hosted by the president of cairo university with leaders of major universities in egypt such as ain Shams 
university and helwan university, as well as visits to the new campus of The american university in cairo and to 
the ruwwad center in the community of ezzbet khairallah.

Arab Regional Workshop on Post-2015 Millennium Development Goals

The center hosted a two-day regional workshop on march 3-4, 2013 that brought together a group of over 60 
leaders of civil society, the private sector, research institutes, and academia from across the arab world to discuss 
the post-2015 development priorities. participants represented a variety of arab states including egypt, iraq, 
Jordan, kuwait, lebanon, libya, morocco, oman, palestine, Qatar, Saudi arabia, Sudan, tunisia, yemen, and the 
united arab emirates. The workshop was held under the auspices of her majesty Queen rania al abdullah, in her 
capacity as a member of the united nations Secretary-general’s high level panel on the post-2015 development 
agenda. The consultation was hosted by the united nations foundation and the king abdullah ii fund for 
development, in collaboration with the columbia global centers | middle east and the Jordan university center 
for Strategic Studies. technical assistance was provided by the regional bureau for arab States of the united nations 
development program.

one of the main objectives of the workshop was to identify the primary development challenges facing the arab 
world, including those challenges that remain from the current millennium development goals (mdgs) as well as 
new and emerging issues that need to be meaningfully addressed. The workshop involved a combination of plenary 
discussions and thematic break-out sessions. plenary sessions allowed for overviews of progress on the mdgs and 
emerging development challenges, discussions on the post-2015 process, and discussion of major cross-cutting issues. 
break-out sessions allowed for in-depth discussion on a range of development challenges as pertaining to the region, 
with a view to contributing emerging thoughts within focus areas as how a post-2015 development framework can 
be most relevant to arab countries. The five main topics considered in the workshop included education and Skills, 
Sustainable growth and employment, women’s empowerment, inequalities, and governance and freedom. The 
outcomes of the workshop were submitted as a report to the Secretary-general’s post-2015 high level panel of 
eminent persons on the post-2015 development agenda.

president lee bollinger and Jean magnano bollinger attend roundtable discussion with leading journalists and activists 
in cairo her majesty Queen rania al abdullah

joins workshop participants
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Hay Festival

The center partnered with the hay festival to bring to Jordan writers participating in hay festival – beirut 2013 
for a series of talks on may 8-12, 2013. hay festival is an international non-profit organization based in the u.k. 
that has been creating festivals for 26 years that explore and celebrate ideas, showcase culture and look into new 
solutions for the modern world. The program in amman included moderated conversations between three notable 
international authors and local writers and experts: 

•	 Mohammed Hanif, writer, journalist, and author of the award-winning A	Case	of	Exploding	Mangoes, in 
 conversation with rula Quawas on may 8. 

•	 Shereen El Feki, writer, broadcaster, academic, and author of Sex	and	The	Citadel:	Intimate	Life	in	a	
	 Changing	Arab	World, in conversation with Sahar khalifeh on may 11.

•	 Joe Sacco, journalist, cartoonist, and author of Palestine, Safe	Area	Gorazde:	The	War	In	Eastern	Bosnia	
	 1992-1995 and Footnotes	in	Gaza, in conversation with bayan tal on may 12. 

A Hundred Years of Arab Nationalism: Critical Assessment and Future 
Perspectives

one of the center’s former fellows, dr. noha khalaf tadros, organized a conference in paris on June 4-5, 2013 
entitled “a hundred years of arab nationalism: critical assessment and future perspectives,” which sought to 
commemorate the centenary of the first arab congress, in the same city and on a date as close as possible to when 
it was held a century ago. at the same time, the conference coincided with the complex multi-faceted historical 
circumstances that the arab world has been going through.

The center collaborated with the columbia global centers | europe to support the conference, which featured 
international scholars on the arab world. The conference was hosted at l’institut du monde arabe, and was chaired 
by rashid khalidi, edward Said professor of arab Studies and literature at columbia university. The amman 
center supported the participation of three regional scholars, while the paris center hosted the conference’s closing 
reception at reid hall.
 

SPEAKER SERIES

in association with multiple visits by prominent columbia university faculty members and international academics, 
the center hosts regular public talks for members of the local community to engage with scholars and learn about 
a wide range of topics, from current affairs, to economics, to the arts.

in addition to its regular schedule of lectures, readings, and cultural events, the center also coordinates a lecture 
series in collaboration with the young presidents’ organization (ypo). 

The following is a listing of the public lectures and readings the center has hosted since december 2011:

•	 H.E. Dr. Salam Fayyad, prime minister of the palestinian national authority – The	Current
	 State	of	Palestinian	Statehood	on december 1, 2011. held in collaboration with the young presidents’
 organization.

•	 H.E. Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, founder and chairman/ceo of the talal abu-ghazaleh organization 
 –  Making	the	Future	in	the	Knowledge	Age on december 14, 2011

•	 William Cohan, author of Money	and	Power,	House	of	Cards and The	Last	Tycoons – The	Significance	of	
	 Occupy	Wall	Street	Movement on January 24, 2012

•	 Peter Bearman, director of the interdisciplinary center for innovative Theory and empirics and 
 Jonathan r. cole professor of the Social Sciences at columbia university – Understanding	the	Autism	
	 Epidemic on february 8, 2012

•	 Jonathan Reckford, chief executive officer of habitat for humanity international – Habitat	for	
	 Humanity:	Building	a	Shared	Future on march 6, 2012

•	 Lisa Anderson, president of the american university in cairo – From	Resumes	to	Revolutions:	Realizing	
	 the	Rights	and	Responsibilities	of	Education	in	the	21st	Century	on march 19, 2012. held in collaboration 
 with the young presidents’ organization.

•	 Barry Newstead, chief global development officer at the wikimedia foundation – What	Makes	
	 Wikipedia	Work	and	What	We	All	Can	Learn	from	its	Success on march 27, 2012

•	 Naomi Tutu, human rights activist and daughter of archbishop desmond tutu – Reconciliation	
	 Processes	in	Conflict	Areas:	Reflections	on	Reconciliation	in	Apartheid	South	Africa on april 9, 2012

•	 Ghada Karmi, author of In	Search	of	Fatima;	a	Palestinian	Story and research fellow and lecturer at 
 the university of exeter – The	Israeli-Palestinian	Impasse:	What	are	the	Options	for	a	Solution? on april 
 25, 2012

•	 Thomas Friedman, best-selling author, three-time pulitzer prize winner, and new york times 
 columnist – Is	America	in	Decline	and	How	Education	Can	Rescue	it	(And	Jordan!) on april 28, 2012

•	 	Stuart Jones, u.S. ambassador to the hashemite kingdom of Jordan – USAID’s	Five	Year	Strategy	in	
	 Jordan on april 30, 2012

•	 	Rashid Khalidi, edward Said professor of arab Studies at columbia university – The	United	States	as	
	 a	Dishonest	Broker	in	the	Middle	East on may 13, 2012

•	 Binnie Kirshenbaum, professor of professional practice and chair of the writing program at the 
 graduate School of the arts at columbia university – public reading from her novel The	Scenic	Route	
 on may 15, 2012 and The	Why	and	the	How	of	Teaching	Creative	Writing on may 16, 2012

dr. noha khalaf tadros and conference 
participants at reid hall in paris
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•	 Janet Napolitano, u.S. Secretary of homeland Security – Women,	Leadership,	and	Security	on may  
  22, 2012

•	 Linda Fried, dean of the mailman School of public health at columbia university and Senior vice
 president of the columbia university medical center – A	Counterintuitive	Frame	to	the	Youth	Bulge:	
	 Aging,	Forever	Young	on may 28, 2012

•	 Gwynne Dyer, author, historian and independent journalist – Climate	Change	in	the	Middle	East:	The	
	 Geopolitical	Implications	on June 12, 2012

•	 John Wolf, president of eisenhower fellowships – Leadership:	Advancing	a	Vision	of	a	World	More
	 Prosperous,	Just	and	Peaceful on September 24, 2012

•	 Akram Elias, co-founder and president of capital communications group, inc. – Individualism,
	 Community	and	Civil	Society on october 10, 2012

•	 Hani Shukrallah, former editor-in-chief of ahram online – Peoples	Spring,	Islamists	Autumn on 
 october 22, 2012

•	 Mustafa Akyol, author, columnist and political commentator – Islam,	Democracy	and	Liberalism:	The	
	 Turkish	Experience	on november 17, 2012

•	 Samir Makdisi, former lebanese minister of economy and trade and professor emeritus of   
 economics at the american university of beirut – The	Transition	from	Autocracy	to	Democracy	in	the		
	 Arab	Region	on december 3, 2012

•	 Mohammed Abu-Nimer, director of the peace-building and development institute at american  
 university – Promoting	Interfaith	Dialogue	and	Pluralism	in	Middle	Eastern	Context:	Successes	and	
	 Challenges, on december 11, 2012

•	 Diana Boxer, distinguished teaching Scholar and professor of linguistics at the university of florida 
 – English	for	Rapport	and	Solidarity:	Negotiating	Relationships	in	the	Social	and	Professional	Domains on 
 January 22, 2013

•	 Saleh Barakat, gallerist, curator, and founder of agial art gallery – beirut – Middle	Eastern	Art	at	the	
	 Age	of	Globalization on february 5, 2013

•	 Jack Persekian, director and head curator of the palestinian museum and director of al ma’mal
 foundation – To	Become	an	Artist on february 27, 2013

•	 Glenn Lowry, director of the museum of modern art in new york city – Mapping	the	Modern:	A
	 Conversation	about	the	Museum	of	Modern	Art	and	the	20th	Century	on march 19, 2013

•	 Tim Macintosh-Smith, british yemen-based author, traveler, and lecturer – Out	of	the	Library,	On	the	
	 Road on april 8, 2013

•	 Joseph Stiglitz, nobel prize winner in economics and university professor at columbia university
  – The	Imperative	of	Shared	Prosperity:	How	Inequality	Holds	Back	the	Economies	of	the	Middle
	 East	and	the	World on may 26, 2013

•	 Rashid Khalidi, edward Said professor of arab Studies at columbia university – 2013	Edward	Said
	 Memorial	Lecture:	Preconditions	for	a	Just	Resolution	of	the	Palestine	Question on may 29, 2013

•	 	Ahdaf Soueif, political and cultural commentator, and author of the bestselling book The	Map	of	Love	
 – A	Public	Reading	and	Conversation on June 4, 2013
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Connect with Fellow Columbians

The columbia alumni association is a global network connecting columbians of all schools to one another and 
to the university. it links almost 300,000 alumni through more than 80 regional clubs and affinity groups, online 
resources, and over 200 programs around the world each year. There are currently seven alumni clubs in the middle 
east that work within their country to organize a series of events throughout the year that help strengthen the 
connection between alumni and their alma mater. These clubs include:

Country Club Leader (s)

egypt Sayed eid (gSaS ‘87, en ‘90)
yasser Sobhi (Jrn ‘02)
emad barsoum (SeaS ‘90, ‘92)

israel ofer wainberg (SeaS ‘94)
Jordan ramzi muna (en ‘81)

osama Jumean (gSapp ‘89)
kuwait dr. mussaad al-razouki (dm ‘07, buS ‘08)
Saudi arabia ayman mansi (bu ‘08)
turkey ilknur aslan (Sipa ‘98)
united arab emirates (dubai) tala al ramahi (Jrn ‘10)

hannah allawi (gSapp ‘12)
  
for more information on how you can stay connected or get involved, please visit: alumni.columbia.edu/alumni-
community.

Admissions Fair

The center hosted an undergraduate admissions fair on may 1, 2012 for students interested in pursuing their 
undergraduate education abroad. The fair gave students and their parents the opportunity to explore the multitude 
of higher education options offered abroad and speak personally with admission representatives from columbia 
university and over 25 other diverse and prestigious colleges and universities from across the unites States and 
europe. The admissions fair was part of a larger tour around the region organized by the council of international 
Schools, with other stops in abu dhabi, beirut, muscat and several other middle eastern cities. The center hosted 
another admissions fair in may 2013.

ALUMNI AND PROSPECTIVE STUDENT OUTREACH

The center continues to hold alumni receptions and gatherings across the region, in collaboration with the columbia 
alumni association (caa). These events help strengthen columbia university’s connections to alumni living or 
working in the middle east, increase awareness about the network of columbia global centers among alumni, 
parents, and friends of the university, and provide a foundation for ongoing alumni engagement.

in 2012 - 2013, the center helped organize several alumni and prospective student events in amman, including:

Second Alumni Club of Jordan Meeting

The columbia alumni club of Jordan held its second club meeting “meet the Students,” on July 4, 2012, which 
was hosted by the club’s president, ramzi muna. The informal meeting brought together alumni, as well as current 
and incoming Jordanian columbia university students.

Iftar with Chaplain Davis

The center and the alumni club of Jordan jointly hosted an alumni iftar during the holy month of ramadan, in 
honor of Jewelnel davis, columbia university chaplain, associate provost, and director of the earl hall center. 
chaplain davis has made visits to seven of the global centers: beijing, mumbai, istanbul, and amman (in 2012), and 
nairobi, rio de Janeiro and Santiago (in 2013). She will also visit the paris center this fall. her trips were exploratory 
and educational in nature, whereby they helped her learn more about the columbia global centers network, and 
observe first-hand the centers’ ongoing programs and impact on their communities. additionally, chaplain davis 
was able to meet with local cultural, civic, and religious leaders to learn about the concerns of individuals, families 
and communities living near the centers, as well as visit important religious and interfaith institutions. as an active 
ambassador for the global centers, chaplain davis continues to share her experiences at the centers with the many 
students she advises on campus, and propose new ideas for ways the centers may be integrated into the interests of 
students and faculty alike.

CAA Around the World 

The columbia alumni club of Jordan joined thousands of the university’s alumni around the world to celebrate 
“caa around the world 2012.” The event was held on September 20, 2012 at the landmark hotel in amman, and 
was hosted by alumna mary nazzal (bc ‘01). The year 2012 marked the Sixth annual caa worldwide networking 
event, in which columbia alumni clubs around the world participate.

admissions fair hosted at the center

chaplain davis meets with father nabil haddad 
in madaba
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Workshop on Non-Communicable Diseases – The center will host a regional workshop, in conjunction with 
the mailman School of public health (mSph) on non-communicable diseases (ncds) in amman in January 
2014. The workshop is spearheaded by dr. wafaa el-Sadr, university professor of epidemiology and medicine 
and director of The international center for aidS care and treatment programs, and dr. richard deckelbaum, 
robert r. williams professor of nutrition (in pediatrics); professor of epidemiology; and director of the institute 
of human nutrition. The center and mSph are planning to work with local and regional colleagues to identify 
high-priority research questions related to the growing burden of ncds in the middle east. following a rapid 
situational analysis, which would include regional research partners, in addition to selected faculty and students from 
columbia university, the workshop will affirm the importance of research on the prevention, care and treatment 
of ncds, and highlight a priority research agenda.

Symposium on Women’s Rights, Citizenship, and Social Justice in the Middle East – The center is working 
to convene a series of mediated dialogues between scholars and practitioners on women’s rights, citizenship, and 
social justice in the middle east to identify and address the various impediments to women’s social and political 
empowerment. The series aims to bring together scholars employing different methodologies and theoretical 
frameworks that have contributed to the current theological, philosophical, political, social and cultural discourse 
on gender in the middle east, as well as practitioners working to promote women’s rights. The series will examine, 
in light of the new emerging political and socio-economic configurations and trends in the region, the current 
discourse on arab women. The convening, scheduled to take place in January 2014, will explore the gendered 
dimensions of citizenship experiences and use them as a point of departure for rethinking contemporary practices 
of social inclusion and belonging in the middle east.

IEA Seventeenth World Congress – The columbia global centers | middle east in collaboration with the 
international economic association (iea) will host the iea’s Seventeenth world congress, scheduled to take 
place on June 6-10, 2014 at the king hussein bin talal convention center at the dead Sea in Jordan. The world 
congress aims to promote the interaction of prominent economists towards gaining a truly world perspective on 
issues of global importance.

The iea, founded in 1950, is an international federation of national economic associations that aims to promote 
mutual understanding among economists in different parts of the world through the organization of scientific 
meetings, common research programs and by means of publications of an international character on economic 
policies and problems of current importance. The iea’s sixteenth triennial world congress meeting was held in 
beijing in July 2011, under the joint sponsorship of china investment corporation, china citic group, china 
construction bank, china international capital corporation, toyota motor corporation and mckinsey. more 
than 800 scholars from 58 countries participated.

The world congresses are global events offering a unique opportunity for those in the host country to have access 
to a network of international economists from diverse backgrounds. They are the sole world meetings embracing 
all fields of economics, including all areas and approaches—from theory to empirics. due to their broadness, they 
attract not only scholars but also distinguished economists from non-academic institutions such as central banks and 
other public institutions, as well as economists from a very wide range of countries; permitting a rich exchange of 
views. The center worked closely with Joseph Stiglitz, university professor at columbia university—who currently 
serves as the iea’s president—to spearhead the effort to hold this important large-scale event in Jordan. planning 
and preparations for the 2014 congress, in coordination with the iea’s Secretariat and executive committee, are 
currently underway.

Major Upcoming 
Events
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Since its founding in march 2009, the columbia global centers | middle east has strived to serve columbia 
university’s undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty, by creating opportunities for them to explore their 
intellectual interests and pursue their research in new and diverse settings.

over the past two years, the center has worked to mobilize student participation and expand the number and variety 
of courses and programs offered through its base in amman, Jordan. it has continued to closely collaborate with a 
multitude of columbia schools and faculty to develop innovative research initiatives, as well as to reinforce and grow 
its robust foundation of programming across a broad range of disciplines including sustainable development, social 
work, architecture, education, among others. The center has also persisted to forge connections among columbia 
faculty and regional academics and experts, and expand its circle of activities throughout the middle east.

in the coming months and years, the center will maintain its ambition to further expand regionally, and cultivate 
closer relationships with partners from beirut to cairo to muscat. in 2014, the center is poised to host the 
Seventeenth world congress of the international economic association that will bring together over 800 prominent 
economists in a large-scale event to share and discuss issues of global importance. moreover, with the announcement 
of the results of the president’s global innovation fund, research projects held through the amman center, and in 
collaboration with other global centers in the network, will surely be another major area of activity going forward.

engaging the columbia community, and increasing awareness about the vast potential this region has to offer, will 
remain a leading priority for the center, as it broadens its reach to student and alumni groups, enriches internship 
connections, and encourages faculty to gain new insight not only about the type of activities they could initiate in 
the region, but also about the diversity of applications of their disciplines.

yet, the transitions and events that continue to extend throughout the middle east cannot go unheeded and have 
presented an array of challenges and opportunities. The center is committed to engaging more thoroughly in the 
region, and has leveraged its unique positioning and proximity to recent events to seek ways in which columbia—
with its diverse intellectual capacities—may contribute positively to the developments taking place; adding depth 
and value, while engaging in meaningful conversations with regional experts and thought-leaders. This commitment 
has thus far been manifested by a roundtable session in cairo with leading journalists and activists earlier this year, 
a conference in istanbul in the fall on press freedom issues in the context of regional geopolitical developments, and 
a planned speaker series dedicated to developing a better understanding of the humanitarian and political impact 
of the crisis in neighboring Syria.

The hallmark of the columbia global centers is that they represent multi-directional learning: columbia is not 
thrusting education onto a new environment; instead, through the global centers, faculty and students become 
part of an international dialogue with partners around the world. in the next phase, the amman center looks 
forward to working closely with the seven other global centers to help advance the university’s global strategy of 
advancing research, learning, discussion, and discovery around the most important global issues through a truly 
global perspective.

The Way 
Forward
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